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Abstrat

During bath growth on mixtures of two growth-limiting substrates, mirobes on-

sume the substrates either sequentially or simultaneously. These growth patterns

are manifested in all types of bateria and yeasts. The ubiquity of these growth

patterns suggests that they are driven by a universal mehanism ommon to all

mirobial speies. In previous work, we showed that a minimal model aounting

only for enzyme indution and dilution explains the phenotypes observed in bath

ultures of various wild-type and mutant/reombinant ells. Here, we examine the

extension of the minimal model to ontinuous ultures. We show that: (1) Sev-

eral enzymati trends, usually attributed to spei� regulatory mehanisms suh as

atabolite repression, are ompletely aounted for by dilution. (2) The bifuration

diagram of the minimal model for ontinuous ultures, whih lassi�es the substrate

onsumption pattern at any given dilution rate and feed onentrations, provides a

a preise explanation for the empirially observed orrelation between the growth

patterns in bath and ontinuous ultures. (3) Numerial simulations of the model

are in exellent agreement with the data. The model aptures the variation of the

steady state substrate onentrations, ell densities, and enzyme levels during the

single- and mixed-substrate growth of bateria and yeasts at various dilution rates

and feed onentrations. (4) This variation is well approximated by simple analyt-

ial expressions that furnish physial insights into the steady states of ontinuous

ultures. Sine the minimal model desribes the behavior of the ells in the absene

of any regulatory mehanisms, it provides a framework for rigorously quantitating

the e�et of these mehanisms. We illustrate this by analyzing several data sets from

the literature.

Key words: Mathematial model, mixed substrate growth, substitutable

substrates, hemostat, gene expression.
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1 Introdution

The mehanisms of gene regulation are of fundamental importane in biology.

They play a ruial role in development by determining the fate of isogeni

embroyoni ells, and there is growing belief that the diversity of biologial

organisms re�ets the variation of their regulatory mehanisms (Carroll et al.,

2005; Ptashne and Gann, 2002).

Many of the key priniples of gene regulation, suh as positive, negative, and

allosteri ontrol, were disovered by studying the growth of bateria and

yeasts in bath ultures ontaining one or more growth-limiting substrates.

A model system that played a partiularly important role is the growth of

Esherihia oli on latose and a mixture of latose and gluose (Müller-Hill,

1996).

It turns out that the enzymes atalyzing the transport and peripheral atabolism

of latose, suh as latose permease and β-galatosidase, are synthesized or

indued only if latose is present in the environment. The moleular meha-

nism of indution was disovered by Monod and oworkers (Jaob and Monod,

1961). They showed that the genes enoding the peripheral enzymes for la-

tose are ontiguous and transribed sequentially, an arrangement referred to

as the la operon. In the absene of latose, the la operon is not transribed

beause the la repressor is bound to a spei� site on the la operon alled

the operator. This prevents RNA polymerase from attahing to the operon and

initiating transription. In the presene of latose, transription of la is trig-

gered beause allolatose, a produt of β-galatosidase, binds to the repressor,
and renders it inapable of binding to the operator.

When Esherihia oli is grown on a mixture of gluose and latose, la tran-

sription, and hene, the onsumption of latose, is somehow suppressed until

gluose is exhausted. During this period of preferential growth on gluose, the

peripheral enzymes for latose are diluted to very small levels. The onsump-

tion of latose begins upon exhaustion of gluose, but only after a ertain

lag during whih the latose enzymes are built up to su�iently high lev-

els. Thus, the ells exhibit two exponential growth phases separated by an

intermediate lag. Monod referred to this phenomenon as diauxi or �double�

growth (Monod, 1942).

Two major moleular mehanisms have been proposed to explain the repres-

sion of la transription in the presene of gluose:

(1) Induer exlusion (Postma et al., 1993): In the presene of gluose, en-
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zyme IIA

glc
, a peripheral enzyme for gluose, is dephosphorylated. The

dephosphorylated IIA

glc
inhibits latose uptake by binding to latose per-

mease. This redues the intraellular onentration of allolatose, and

hene, the transription rate of the la operon.

Geneti evidene suggests that phosphorylated IIA

glc
ativates adenylate

ylase, whih atalyzes the synthesis of yli AMP (AMP). Sine glu-

ose uptake results in dephosphorylation of IIA

glc
, one expets the AMP

level to derease in the presene of gluose. This forms the basis of the

seond mehanism of la repression.

(2) AMP ativation (Ptashne and Gann, 2002): It has been observed that

the reruitment of RNA polymerase to promoter is ine�ient unless a

protein alled atabolite ativator protein (CAP) is bound to a spei�

CAP site on the promoter. Furthermore, CAP has a low a�nity for the

CAP site, but when bound to AMP, its a�nity inreases dramatially.

The inhibition of la transription by gluose is then explained as follows.

In the presene of latose alone (i.e., no gluose), the AMP level is

high. Hene, CAP beomes AMP-bound, attahes to the CAP site, and

promotes transription by reruiting RNA polymerase. When gluose is

added to the ulture, the AMP level dereases by the mehanism de-

sribed above. Consequently, CAP, being AMP-free, fails to bind to the

CAP site, and la transription is abolished.

Mehanisti mathematial models of the gluose-latose diauxie appeal to both

these mehanisms (Kremling et al., 2001; Santillán et al., 2007; Dedem and Moo-Young,

1975; Wong et al., 1997)

Over the last few deades, mirobial physiologists have aumulated a vast

amount of data showing that diauxi growth is ubiquitous (reviewed in Egli,

1995; Harder and Dijkhuizen, 1982; Kovarova-Kovar and Egli, 1998). It o-

urs in diverse mirobial speies and numerous pairs of substitutable sub-

strates (satisfying idential nutrient requirements). In many of these systems,

the above mehanisms play no role. For instane, AMP is not detetable in

gram-positive bateria (Mah et al., 1984), and has little e�et on the tran-

sription of peripheral enzymes in pseudomonads (Collier et al., 1996) and

yeasts (Eraso and Ganedo, 1984). It has been proposed that in these ases,

the mehanisms of repression are analogous to those of the la operon, but

involve di�erent transription fators, suh as CpA in gram-positive bate-

ria (Chauvaux, 1996), Cr in pseudomonads (Morales et al., 2004), and MigA

in yeasts (Johnston, 1999).

Paradoxially, there is growing evidene that AMP ativation and induer

exlusion are not su�ient for explaining la repression. Not long after the dis-

overy of AMP ativation (Perlman and Pastan, 1968; Ullmann and Monod,

1968), Ullmann presented several lines of evidene showing that this meh-

anism played a relatively modest role in diauxi growth (Ullmann, 1974).
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But the most ompelling evidene was obtained by Aiba and oworkers, who

showed that the AMP levels are essentially the same during the �rst and

seond growth phases; furthermore, gluose-mediated la repression persists

in the presene of high (5mM) exogenous AMP levels, and in mutants of

E. oli in whih the ability of AMP to in�uene la transription is om-

pletely abolished (Inada et al., 1996; Kimata et al., 1997). In Setion 3.1, we

shall show that the positive orrelation between la expression and intrael-

lular AMP levels (Epstein et al., 1975), whih forms the foundation of the

AMP ativation mehanism, does not re�et a ausal relationship: The ob-

served variation of la expression is almost entirely due to dilution (rather

than AMP ativation).

The persistene of la repression in AMP-independent ells has led to the hy-

pothesis that induer exlusion is the sole ause of repression (Kimata et al.,

1997). However, this mehanism exerts a relatively mild e�et. The latose up-

take rate is inhibited only∼50% in the presene of gluose (MGinnis and Paigen,

1969).

Thus, transriptional repression, by itself, annot explain the several hundred-

fold repression of la during the �rst exponential growth phase of diauxi

growth. In earlier work, we have shown that omplete repression is predited

by a minimal model aounting for only indution and growth (Narang, 1998a,

2006).

Yet another phenomenon that warrants an explanation is the empirially ob-

served orrelation between the substrate onsumption pattern and the spe-

i� growth on the individual substrates. For instane, in the ase of diauxi

growth, it has been observed that:

In most ases, although not invariably, the presene of a substrate per-

mitting a higher growth rate prevents the utilization of a seond, `poorer'

substrate in bath ulture (Harder and Dijkhuizen, 1982).

It turns out that sequential onsumption of substrates is not the sole growth

pattern in bath ultures. Monod observed that in several ases of mixed-

substrate growth, there was no diauxi lag (Monod, 1942, 1947), and subse-

quent studies have shown that both substrates are often onsumed simulta-

neously (Egli, 1995). The ourrene of simultaneous substrate onsumption

also appears to orrelate with the spei� growth rates on the individual sub-

strates. Based on a omprehensive review of the literature, Egli notes that:

Espeially ombinations of substrates that support medium or low maxi-

mum spei� growth rates are utilized simultaneously (Egli, 1995).

Reently, we have shown that the minimal model provides a natural explana-

tion for the foregoing orrelations, whih hinges upon the fat that the enzyme
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. If the indution rate of the peripheral enzyme is independent of the

induer level, its ativity dereases with the dilution rate. (a) The ativities of

β-galatosidase (Silver and Mateles, 1969, Fig. 1) and amidase (Clarke et al., 1968,

Fig. 2) during growth of the onstitutive mutants, E. oli B6b2 and P. aerugi-

nosa C11, on latose and aetamide, respetively. (b) The ativity of formaldehyde

dehydrogenase (FDH) during gluose-limited growth of H. polymorpha and C. boi-

dinii (Egli et al., 1980, Fig. 1,d). The urves in (a) and (b) shows the �ts to eqs. (17)

and (18), respetively.

dilution rate is proportional to the spei� growth rate (Narang and Pilyugin,

2007a). Roughly, substrates that support high growth rates lead to suh high

enzyme dilution rates that the enzymes of the �less preferred� substrates are

diluted to near-zero levels. On the other hand, substrates that support low

growth rates fail to e�iently dilute the enzymes of the other substrates. A

more preise statement of this argument is given in Setion 3.3.

Now, all the experimental results desribed above were obtained in bath ul-

tures. However, sine the invention of the hemostat, mirobial physiologists

have aquired extensive data on mirobial growth in ontinuous ultures. De-

tailed analyses of this data have revealed well-de�ned patterns or motifs that

our in diverse mirobial speies growing on various substrates (Egli, 1995;

Harder and Dijkhuizen, 1982; Kovarova-Kovar and Egli, 1998). The goal of

this work is to show that the minimal model also aounts for the patterns

observed in ontinuous ultures. We begin by giving a brief preview of these

patterns in single- and mixed-substrate ultures.

In hemostats limited by a single substrate, steady growth an be maintained

at all dilution rates up to the ritial dilution rate at whih the ells wash

out. At subritial dilution rates, the peripheral enzyme ativities of various

ell types and growth-limiting substrates invariably show one of the following

two trends (Harder and Dijkhuizen, 1982):

(1) If the peripheral enzyme is fully onstitutive, its ativity dereases mono-

tonially with the dilution rate (Fig. 1a). The very same trend is observed

even if the peripheral enzyme is induible, but the nutrient medium laks

substrates that an indue the synthesis of the enzyme (Fig. 1b and
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. The ativity of induible enzymes passes through a maximum at an in-

termediate dilution rate. (a) Ativities of PtsG (Seeto et al., 2004, Fig. 1) and

β-galatosidase (Silver and Mateles, 1969, Fig. 4a) during gluose-limited growth

of E. oli K12 and latose-limited growth of E. oli B6, respetively. (b) Ativities

of alohol oxidase (Egli and Harder, 1983, Fig. 1) and amidase (Clarke et al., 1968,

Fig. 1) during methanol-limited growth of H. polymorpha and aetamide-limited

growth of P. aeroginosa, respetively.

Fig. 6d).

(2) If the peripheral enzyme is induible and the medium ontains the in-

duing substrate, the enzyme ativity passes through a maximum at an

intermediate dilution rate (Fig. 2).

Clarke and oworkers were the �rst to observe these trends during aetamide-

limited growth of wild-type and onstitutive mutants of P. aeruginosa (Clarke et al.,

1968). They hypothesized that in wild-type ells, the amidase ativity exhibits

a maximum (Fig. 2b) due to the balane between indution and atabolite re-

pression. Spei�ally,

at low dilution rates, atabolite repression is minimal and the rate of ami-

dase synthesis is dependent mainly on the rate at whih aetamide is pre-

sented to the bateria. Thus, with inrease in dilution rate the amidase

spei� ativity under steady state onditions inreases. However, above

D = 0.30 h

−1
the growth rate has inreased to the point where metaboli

intermediates are being formed at a su�iently high rate to ause signi�ant

atabolite repression. At higher dilution rates atabolite repression beomes

dominant and at D = 0.6 h−1
the enzyme onentration has dereased on-

siderably (Clarke et al., 1968, p. 232).

In onstitutive mutants, the enzyme ativity dereases monotonially (Fig. 1a)

beause �they lak ompletely the part where, in the urves for the wild-

type strain, . . . indution is dominant.� These hypotheses have subsequently

been invoked to rationalize the similar trends found in the wild-type ells

and onstitutive mutants of many other mirobial systems (reviewed in Dean,

1972; Matin, 1978; Toda, 1981). We shall show below that the deline of the

enzyme ativity (at all D in onstitutive mutants, and at high D in wild-type
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Figure 3. Simultaneous and preferential growth patterns in ontinuous ultures.

(a) During growth of H. polymorpha on a mixture of xylose and glyerol, both sub-

strates are onsumed at all dilution rates up to washout (alulated from Fig. 3 of

Brinkmann and Babel, 1992). Closed and open symbols show the substrate onen-

trations during single- and mixed-substrate growth, respetively. (b) During growth

of E. oli B on a mixture of gluose and latose, onsumption of latose eases at

a dilution rate below the (washout) dilution rate at whih onsumption of gluose

eases (Silver and Mateles, 1969, Fig. 3).

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Variation of the substrate onentrations and ell density during mixed�

substrate growth of H. polymorpha on a mixture of gluose and methanol (Egli et al.,

1986, Fig. 2). The total feed onentration of gluose and methanol was 5 g L

−1
in

all the experiments. The perentages show the mass perent of methanol in the feed.

The ritial dilution rates on pure methanol (urve labeled 100%) and pure gluose

(urve labeled 0%) are ∼0.2 and ∼0.5 h−1
, respetively.

ells) is entirely due to dilution, rather than atabolite repression.

In hemostats limited by pairs of arbon soures, two types of steady state

pro�les have been observed. Importantly, these pro�les orrelate with, and

in fat, an be predited by, the substrate onsumption pattern observed in

substrate-exess bath ultures. Indeed, pairs of substrates onsumed simul-

taneously in substrate-exess bath ultures are onsumed simultaneously in

ontinuous ultures at all dilution rates up to washout (Fig. 3a). In ontrast,

pairs of substrates that show diauxi growth in substrate-exess bath ultures
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are onsumed simultaneously in ontinuous ultures only if the dilution rate

is su�iently small. For instane, during growth of Esherihia oli B on a

mixture of gluose and latose, onsumption of the �less preferred� substrate,

latose, delines sharply at an intermediate dilution rate, beyond whih only

gluose is onsumed (Fig. 3b). This growth pattern has been observed in sev-

eral other systems (reviewed in Harder and Dijkhuizen, 1976, 1982), but the

most omprehensive data was obtained in studies of the methylotrophi yeasts,

Hansenula polymorpha and Candida boidinii, with mixtures of methanol + glu-

ose (Egli et al., 1980, 1982b,a, 1986).

2
These studies, whih were performed

with various feed onentrations of gluose and methanol, revealed several

well-de�ned patterns:

(1) The sharp deline in methanol onsumption at an intermediate dilution

rate is analogous to the phenomenon of diauxi growth in bath ultures

inasmuh as it is triggered by a preipitous drop in the ativities of the

peripheral enzymes for methanol, the �less preferred� substrate. The tran-

sition dilution rate was empirially de�ned by Egli as the dilution rate at

whih the onentration of the �less preferred substrate� ahieves a su�-

iently high value, e.g., half of the feed onentration (Egli et al., 1986,

Fig. 1).

(2) The transition dilution rate is always higher than the ritial dilution

rate on methanol (Fig. 4a). This was referred to as the enhaned growth

rate e�et, sine methanol was onsumed at dilution rates signi�antly

higher than the ritial dilution rate in ultures fed with pure methanol.

(3) The transition dilution rate varies with the feed omposition � the larger

the fration of methanol in the feed, the smaller the transition dilution

rate (Fig. 4a).

These and several other general trends, disussed later in this work, have been

observed in a wide variety of bateria and yeasts (reviewed in Egli, 1995;

Kovarova-Kovar and Egli, 1998).

The ourrene of the very same growth patterns in suh diverse organisms

suggests that they are driven by a universal mehanism ommon to all speies.

Thus, we are led to onsider the minimal model, whih aounts for only those

proesses � indution and growth � that our in all mirobes. In earlier

work, omputational studies of a variant of the minimal model showed that

it aptures all the growth patterns disussed above (Narang, 1998b). Here,

we perform a rigorous bifuration analysis of the model to obtain a omplete

lassi�ation of the growth patterns at any given dilution rate and feed on-

entrations. The analysis reveals new features, suh as threshold e�ets, that

2
We shall onstantly appeal to this extensive data on the growth of methylotrophi

yeasts. A detailed exposition of the metabolism and gene regulation in these organ-

isms an be found in a reent review (Hartner and Glieder, 2006).
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Figure 5. Kineti sheme of the minimal model (Narang, 1998a).

were missed in our earlier work. It also provides simple explanations for the

following questions:

(1) During single-substrate growth of wild-type ells, why does the ativity

of the peripheral enzymes pass through a maximum?

(2) During growth on mixtures of substrates, what are onditions under

whih (a) both substrates are onsumed at all dilution rates up to washout

(Fig. 3a), and (b) onsumption of one of the substrates eases at an in-

termediate dilution rate (Fig. 3b)?

(3) Why does the transition dilution rate exist? Why is it always larger than

the ritial dilution rate of the �less preferred� substrate, and why does

it vary with the feed onentrations (Fig. 4a)?

Finally, we show that under the onditions typially used in experiments,

the physiologial (intraellular) steady states are ompletely determined by

only two parameters, namely, the dilution rate and the mass fration of the

substrates in the feed (rather than the feed onentrations per se). In fat, we

derive expliit expressions for the steady state substrate onentrations, ell

density, and enzyme levels, whih provide physial insight into the variation

of these quantities with the dilution rate and feed onentrations.

2 Theory

Fig. 5 shows the kineti sheme of the minimal model. Here, Si denotes the i
th

exogenous substrate, Ei denotes the �lumped� peripheral enzymes for Si, Xi

denotes internalized Si, and C
−
denotes all intraellular omponents exept Ei

and Xi (thus, it inludes preursors, free amino aids, and maromoleules).

We assume that:
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(1) The onentrations of the intraellular omponents, denoted ei, xi, and
c−, are based on the dry weight of the ells (g per g dry weight of ells,

i.e., g gdw

−1
). The onentrations of the exogenous substrate and ells,

denoted si and c, are based on the volume of the reator (g L

−1
and

gdw L

−1
, respetively). The rates of all the proesses are based on the

dry weight of the ells (g gdw

−1
h

−1
). We shall use the term spei� rate

to emphasize this point.

The hoie of these units implies that if the onentration of any intrael-

lular omponent, Z, is z g gdw−1
, then the evolution of z in a ontinuous

ulture operating at dilution rate, D, is given by

dz

dt
= r+z − r−z −

(
D +

1

c

dc

dt

)
z,

where r+z and r−z denote the spei� rates of synthesis and degradation

of Z, and Dz is the spei� rate of e�ux of Z from the hemostat. It is

shown below that the sum, Dz + (1/c)(dc/dt)z, is preisely the rate of

dilution of Z due to growth.

(2) The transport and peripheral atabolism of Si is atalyzed by a unique

system of peripheral enzymes, Ei. The spei� uptake rate of Si, denoted

rs,i, follows the modi�ed Mihaelis-Menten kinetis

rs,i ≡ Vs,iei
si

Ks,i + si
,

where Vs,i is a �xed onstant, i.e., induer exlusion is negligible.

(3) Part of the internalized substrate, denoted Xi, is onverted to C−
. The

remainder is oxidized to CO2 in order to generate energy.

(a) The onversion of Xi to C
−
and CO2 follows �rst-order kinetis, i.e.,

rx,i ≡ kx,ixi.

(b) The fration of Xi onverted to C−
, denoted Yi, is onstant. It is

shown below that Yi is essentially idential to the yield of biomass

on Si. This assumption is therefore tantamount to assuming that

the yield of biomass on a substrate is una�eted by the presene of

another substrate in the medium.

(4) The internalized substrate also indues the synthesis of Ei, whih is as-

sumed to ontrolled entirely by the initiation of transription (i.e., meh-

anisms suh as attenuation and proteolysis are negleted).

(a) The spei� synthesis rate of Ei follows the hyperboli Yagil & Yagil

kinetis (Yagil and Yagil, 1971),

r+e,i ≡ Ve,i
1 + xi

1 + αi + xi
, (1)

where Ve,i is a �xed onstant, i.e., atabolite repression is negligible.

In the partiular ase of negatively ontrolled operons (modulated
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by repressors), Ve,i and αi an be expressed in terms of parameters

assoiated with kinetis of RNAP-promoter and repressor-operator

binding, respetively. In other ases, (1) must be viewed as a phe-

nomenologial desription of the indution kinetis.

(b) Enzyme degradation is a �rst-order proess, i.e., the spei� rate of

enzyme degradation is

r−e,i = ke,iei.

() The enzymes are synthesized at the expense of C−
, and their degra-

dation produes C−
.

Given these assumptions, the mass balanes yield the equations

dsi
dt

= D (sf,i − si)− rs,ic, (2)

dxi
dt

= rs,i − rx,i −

(
D +

1

c

dc

dt

)
xi, (3)

dei
dt

= r+e,i − r−e,i −

(
D +

1

c

dc

dt

)
ei, (4)

dc−

dt
= (Y1rx,1 + Y2rx,2)−

(
r+e,1 − r−e,1

)
−
(
r+e,2 − r−e,2

)
−

(
D +

1

c

dc

dt

)
c−, (5)

where sf,i denotes the onentration of Si in the feed to the hemostat.

Following Fredrikson, we observe that eqs. (3)�(5) impliitly de�ne the spe-

i� growth rate and the evolution of the ell density (Fredrikson, 1976).

Indeed, sine x1 + x2 + e1 + e2 + c− = 1, addition of (3)�(5) yields

0 = rg −

(
D +

1

c

dc

dt

)
⇔

dc

dt
= (rg −D) c, (6)

where

rg ≡
2∑

i=1

rs,i −
2∑

i=1

(1− Yi)rx,i (7)

is the spei� growth rate. As expeted, it is the net rate of substrate au-

mulation in the ells. It follows from (6) that the last term in eqs. (3)�(5)

is preisely the dilution rate of the orresponding physiologial (intraellular)

variables.

The equations an be simpli�ed further beause k−1
x,i , the turnover time for

Xi, is small (on the order of seonds to minutes). Thus, xi rapidly attains
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quasisteady state, resulting in the equations

dsi
dt

= D (sf,i − si)− rs,ic, (8)

dei
dt

= r+e,i − (rg + ke,i) ei, (9)

dc

dt
= (rg −D) c, (10)

xi ≈
Vs,ieisi/ (Ks,i + si)

kx,i
, (11)

rg ≈ Y1rs,1 + Y2rs,2, (12)

where (11)�(12) follow from the quasisteady state relation, 0 ≈ rs,i − rx,i.

It is worth noting that:

(1) The parameter, Yi, whih was de�ned as the fration of Xi onverted to

C−
, is essentially the yield of biomass on Si. Indeed, substituting the

relation, rx,i ≈ rs,i in (7) shows that after quasisteady state has been

attained, Yi approximates the fration of Si that aumulates in the ell.

(2) Although we have assumed that Yi is onstant, the validity of (12) does

not rest upon this assumption. It is true even if the yields are variable

(i.e., depend on the physiologial state).

(3) Enzyme indution is subjet to positive feedbak. This beomes evident

if (11) is substituted in (1): The quasisteady state indution rate, r+e,i,
is an inreasing funtion of ei. The positive feedbak re�ets the yli

struture of enzyme synthesis that is inherent in Fig. 5: Ei promotes the

synthesis of Xi, whih, in turn, stimulates the indution of Ei.

We shall appeal to these fats later.

The equations for bath growth are obtained from the above equations by let-

ting D = 0. In what follows, we shall be partiularly onerned with the initial

evolution of the enzymes in experiments performed with su�iently small in-

oula. Under this ondition, the substrate onsumption for the �rst few hours

is so small that the substrate onentrations remain essentially onstant at

their initial levels, s0,i. In the fae of this quasionstant environment, the en-

zyme ativities move toward a quasisteady state orresponding to exponential

(balaned) growth. This motion is given by the equations

dei
dt

= r+e,i − (rg + ke,i) ei, (13)

xi ≈
Vs,ieis0,i/ (Ks,i + s0,i)

kx,i
, (14)

rg ≈ Y1Vs,1e1
s0,1

Ks,1 + s0,1
+ Y2Vs,2e2

s0,2
Ks,2 + s0,2

, (15)
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obtained by letting si ≈ s0,i in eqs. (11)�(12). The steady state(s) of these

equations represent the quasisteady state enzyme ativities attained during

the �rst exponential growth phase.

We note �nally that the ells sense their environment through the ratio,

σi ≡
si

Ks,i + si
,

whih haraterizes the extent to whih the permease is saturated with Si.

Not surprisingly, we shall �nd later on that the physiologial steady states

depend on the ratio, σi, rather than the substrate onentrations per se. It is,

therefore, onvenient to de�ne the ratios

σ0,i ≡
s0,i

Ks,i + s0,i
, σf,i ≡

sf,i
Ks,i + sf,i

.

For a given ell type, σi, σ0,i, σf,i are inreasing funtions of si, si,0, sf,i, re-
spetively, and an be treated as surrogates for the orresponding substrate

onentrations. In what follows, we shall frequently refer to σi, σ0,i, and σf,i
as the substrate onentration, initial substrate onentration, and feed on-

entration, respetively.

3 Results

3.1 The role of regulation

Before analyzing the foregoing equations for bath and ontinuous ultures,

we pause to onsider the role of regulatory mehanisms. This is important

beause the literature plaes great emphasis on the regulatory mehanisms,

whereas the model neglets them ompletely (Vs,i and Ve,i are assumed to be

onstants). It is therefore relevant to ask: To what extent do the regulatory

mehanisms ontrol gene expression? To address this question, we shall fous

on the well-haraterized la operon in E. oli. The analysis shows that AMP

ativation and induer exlusion annot explain the strong repression observed

in experiments.

3.1.1 AMP ativation

Interest in AMP as a la regulator began when it was disovered that the la

indution rate inreased ∼2-fold upon addition of AMP to gluose-limited

ultures (Perlman and Pastan, 1968; Ullmann and Monod, 1968). However,

this remained a hypothesis until Epstein et al showed that the la indution

13



(a) (b)

() (d)

Figure 6. The relative roles of dilution and AMP ativation in la indution.

(a) Variation of the β-galatosidase ativity with intraellular AMP level dur-

ing exponential growth of the la-onstitutive strain E. oli X2950 on various ar-

bon soures (Epstein et al., 1975, Fig. 2). (b,) During bath growth of (b) E. oli

MC4100 λCPT100 (Kuo et al., 2003, Fig. 2) and () E. oli NC3 (Wanner et al.,

1978, Fig. 1) on various arbon soures, the steady state β-galatosidase ativity

is inversely proportional to the spei� growth rate on the arbon soure. More-

over, the β-galatosidase ativity inreases at most 2-fold if 5mM AMP is added

to the medium (�). (d) The inverse relationship is satis�ed at D & 0.4 h

−1
in

ontinuous ultures of E. oli K12 W3110 grown on gluose and gluose + 1mM

IPTG (Kuo et al., 2003, Fig. 1). The urves in (b)�() and (d) show the �ts to (16)

and (17), respetively.

rate inreased with the intraellular AMP levels (Fig. 6a). They obtained

this relationship by measuring the β-galatosidase ativities and intraellular

AMP levels during exponential growth of the la-onstitutive strain E. oli

X2950 on a wide variety of arbon soures. The use of a onstitutive strain

served to eliminate induer exlusion: In suh ells, the repressor-operator

binding is impaired so severely that αi ≈ 0, and the indution rate is una�eted
by the induer level (r+e,i ≈ Ve,i). The diverse arbon soures provided a way of

varying the intraellular AMP levels: In general, the lower the spei� growth

rate on a substrate, the higher the intraellular AMP level (Buettner et al.,

1973).

Although Fig. 6a shows a orrelation between the AMP level and the la

indution rate, it does not prove that there is a ausal relationship between
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them. Indeed, sine protein degradation is negligible in substrate-exess bath

ultures (Mandelstam, 1958), (13) yields

ei ≈
r+e,i
rg

≈
Ve,i
rg
. (16)

Thus, the steady state enzyme level depends on the ratio of the spei� indu-

tion and growth rates. Sine the substrates that yield high intraellular AMP

levels also support low spei� growth rates, it is oneivable that Fig. 6a re-

�ets the variation of the spei� growth rate, rg, rather than the spei�

indution rate, Ve,i.

Eq. (16) provides a simple riterion for heking if the spei� indution rate

varied in the experiments: Evidently, Ve,i varies if and only if ei is not inversely
proportional to rg. Unfortunately, we annot hek the data in Fig. 6a with

this riterion, sine the authors did not report the spei� growth rates of the

arbon soures. However, the very same experiments have been performed by

others (Kuo et al., 2003; Wanner et al., 1978), and this data shows that the

β-galatosidase ativity is inversely proportional to rg (Figs. 6b,). It follows
that in Figs. 6b and 6, the β-galatosidase ativity varies almost entirely due

to dilution. The in�uene of AMP on la transription is very modest, a fat

that is further on�rmed by the very marginal (<2-fold) improvement of the

β-galatosidase ativity in the presene of 5mM AMP (Figs. 6). The same

is likely to be true of the data in Fig. 6a. Thus, the data from Epstein et al.,

1975, whih is extensively ited to support the existene of AMP-mediated

la ontrol, fores upon us just the opposite onlusion: AMP has virtually

no e�et on the la indution rate.

The data from ontinuous ultures also implies the absene of signi�ant

AMP ativation. Indeed, (9) implies that when la-onstitutive mutants of E.

oli are grown in ontinuous ultures, the steady state β-galatosidase ativity
at su�iently high dilution rates is given by the relation

ei ≈
Ve,i
D
. (17)

This relationship also holds for wild-type ells if the medium ontains satu-

rating onentrations of the gratuitous induer, IPTG. In both ases, AMP

ontrol is signi�ant only if ei is not inversely proportional to D. But exper-
iments performed with la-onstitutive mutants (Fig. 1a) and wild-type ells

exposed to saturating IPTG levels (Fig. 6d) show that β-galatosidase ativity
is inversely proportional to D for su�iently large D. 3

3
At small D, the enzyme ativity is signi�antly lower than that predited by (17).

Evidently, this disrepany annot be due to AMP ativation. It annot be resolved

by enzyme degradation either: Although the data an be �tted to the equation, ei =
Ve,i/(D+ke,i), the values of ke,i required for these �ts are physiologially implausible
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Catabolite repression also appears to be insigni�ant in ell types other than

E. oli. The amidase ativity is inversely proportional to D in the onstitutive

mutant P. aeroginosa C11 (Fig. 1a). Moreover, this delining trend is not due

to atabolite repression, as postulated by Clarke and oworkers � it re�ets

the e�et of dilution. Likewise, the ativity of alohol oxidase is inversely

proportional to D when H. polymorpha and C. boidinii are grown in gluose-

limited hemostats. In this ase, (9) implies that at su�iently large dilution

rates

ei =
Ve,i

1 + αi

1

D
, (18)

whih is formally similar to (17).

3.1.2 Induer exlusion

The data shows that induer exlusion ertainly exists. When gluose or

gluose-6-phosphate are added to a ulture growing exponentially on latose,

the spei� uptake rate of latose delines ∼2-fold (MGinnis and Paigen,

1969, Figs. 3,5). Likewise, in the presene of gluose, the intraellular induer

onentration, as measured by the aumulation of radioatively labeled TMG,

also dereases ∼2-fold (Winkler and Wilson, 1967, Fig. 1). But this modest

derease annot aount for the dramati repression of the la operon during

diauxi growth: The addition of gluose-6-phosphate to a ulture growing on

latose dereases the ativity of β-galatosidase ∼300-fold after only 4 gener-

ations of growth (Hogema et al., 1998, Table 1).

We onlude that AMP ativation and induer exlusion do in�uene the la

indution rate, but their e�et is not ommensurate with the experimentally

observed repression. We show below that the minimal model predits omplete

transriptional repression, despite the absene of any regulatory mehanism.

3.2 Single-substrate growth

In wild-type ells, the repressor-operator binding is so tight that αi is large

ompared to 1. This is true even in the ase of gluose (αi=5�10), whih is often

treated as a substrate onsumed by onstitutive enzymes (Notley-MRobb and Fereni,

2000, Table 3). Under these onditions, the basal indution rate is small om-

pared to the fully indued indution rate. Hene, at all but the smallest induer

(∼0.5 h−1
). Based on the detailed study of the ptsG operon at various dilution rates,

the disrepany is probably due to enhaned expression of the starvation sigma

fator, RpoS, at low dilution rates (Seeto et al., 2004, Fig. 3)
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levels, the spei� indution rate an be approximated by the expression

Ve,i
xi

Ke,i + xi
, Ke,i ≡

αi

Kx,i

, (19)

and the quasisteady state indution rate, obtained by substituting (11) in (19),

is

Ve,i
eiσi

K̄e,i + eiσi
, K̄e,i ≡

Ke,ikx,i
Vs,i

.

It is useful to make this approximation beause the equations beome amenable

to rigorous analysis and yield simple physial insights. In the rest of the paper,

we shall on�ne our attention to these idealized perfetly induible systems.

We begin by onsidering the growth of ultures limited by a single substrate,

say, S1. Under this ondition, s2 = e2 = 0, and the steady state values of the

remaining variable satisfy the equations

0 =
ds1
dt

= D(sf,1 − s1)− Vs,1e1σ1c, (20)

0 =
de1
dt

= Ve,1
e1σ1

K̄e,1 + e1σ1
− (Y1Vs,1e1σ1 + ke,1) e1, (21)

0 =
dc

dt
= (Y1Vs,1e1σ1 −D) c, (22)

x1 ≈
Vs,1e1σ1
kx,1

. (23)

These equations have three types of steady states: e1 > 0, e2 = 0, c > 0,
denoted E101; e1 > 0, e2 = 0, c = 0, denoted E100; and e1 = 0, e2 = 0, c = 0,
denoted E000. The �rst two steady states orrespond to the persistene and

washout steady states of the lassial Monod model (Herbert et al., 1956).

The third steady state, E000, is a onsequene of perfet induibility � it

exists preisely beause the spei� indution rate is zero in the absene of

the induer.

Fig. 7 shows the bifuration diagram for eqs. (20)�(23). It an be inferred from

the following fats derived in Appendix B.

(1) E000 always exists, but it is stable if and only if

Ve,1σf,1
K̄e,1

< ke,1 ⇔ σf,1 < σ∗

1 ≡
ke,1

Ve,1/K̄e,1

.

Thus, growth annot be sustained in a hemostat if the feed onentration

is below the threshold level, σ∗

1 . Under this ondition

r+e,1 = Ve,1
e1σ1

K̄e,1 + e1σ1
≤ Ve,1

e1σf,1
K̄e,1 + e1σf,1

≤ ke,1e1,
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Figure 7. Bifuration diagram for single-substrate growth on S1. The blue urve

denotes the urve of the ritial dilution rate, Dc,1, and σ∗

1 denotes the threshold

feed onentration. The 3-D insets depit the existene and stability of the steady

states at any given σf,1 and D. Stable and unstable steady states are represented by

full and open irles, respetively. The dashed line shows the transition dilution rate,

Dt,1, whih plays a ruial role in mixed-substrate growth (Setion 3.3). The �gure

is not drawn to sale: Sine ke,1 ∼ 0.05 h

−1
and Ve,1/K̄e,1 ∼ 1 h

−1
, the threshold,

σ∗

1 ≡ ke,1/(Ve,1/K̄e,1), is on the order of 0.05.

i.e., the indution rate of E1 never exeeds the degradation rate. Hene,

as t→ ∞, e1 approahes zero, and c, σ1 tend toward 0, σf,1, respetively.
(2) E100 exists if and only if σf,1 > σ∗

1, in whih ase it is given by the

relations, c = 0, σ1 = σf,1, and

e1 =
−
(
K̄e,1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1

)
+

√(
K̄e,1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1

)2
+ 4Ve,1

Y1Vs,1
(σf,1 − σ∗

1)

2σf,1
.

It is stable if and only if D exeeds the ritial dilution rate

Dc,1 ≡ Y1Vs,1e1σf,1. (24)

Evidently,Dc,1 is an inreasing funtion of σf,1 that is zero when σf,1 = σ∗

1 .

We show below that Dc,1 is the maximum spei� growth rate that an

be sustained in the hemostat (rg < Dc,1).
At �rst sight, this steady state poses a paradox: There are no ells in

the hemostat, and yet, these non-existent ells have positive enzyme

levels. The paradox disappears one it is reognized that E100 re�ets the

long-run behavior of a small inoulum introdued into a sterile hemostat

operating at σf,1 > σ∗

1 and D > Dc,1. As t→ ∞, the spei� growth rate
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of the ells approahes the maximum level,Dc,1. However, sine rg < Dc,1,

dc

dt
= (rg −D) c < (Dc,1 −D) c < 0,

so that c → 0, σ1 → σf,1, and e1 approahes the positive value given

above. Thus, in ontrast to E000, the ells fail to aumulate despite

sustained indution of the enzymes beause the dilution rate is higher

than the maximum spei� growth rate that an be attained.

(3) E101 exists if and only if σf,1 > σ∗

1 and D < Dc,1, in whih ase it is given

by the relations

x1 =
D

Y1kx,1
, (25)

e1 =
Ve,1

D + ke,1

D

D + Y1Vs,1K̄e,1
, (26)

σ1 =
D

Y1Vs,1e1
=

(D + ke,1)
(
D + Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

)

Y1Vs,1Ve,1
, (27)

c = Y1(sf,1 − s1), (28)

all of whih follow from the fat that the spei� substrate uptake rate

is proportional to D, i.e.,

rs,1 =
D

Y1
. (29)

Furthermore, E101 is stable whenever it exists. Evidently, this is the only

steady state that allows positive ell densities to be sustained.

The ritial dilution rate, Dc,1, is the maximum spei� growth rate that

an be maintained at steady state. To see this, observe that at E101, the

spei� growth rate equals the dilution rate. Thus, (27) says that spei�

growth rate inreases with σ1, and is maximal when σ1 = σf,1. Letting
σ1 = σf,1 in (27) and solving for D yields (24).

Fig. (7) shows that at any given dilution rate and feed onentration, exatly

one of the three steady states is stable. It is therefore straightforward to dedue

the variation of the steady states along any path in the σf,1, D-plane. The
experiments are typially performed by varying either σf,1 or D, while the

other one is held onstant. We shall on�ne our attention to these two ases.

3.2.1 Variation of steady states with σf,1 at �xed D

If the feed onentration is inreased at a su�iently small �xed D (horizontal

arrow in Fig. 7), steady growth is feasible only if the feed onentration lies in

the region to the right of the blue urve, where E101 is stable. The variation

of the steady states in this region is given by (25)�(28), whih imply that

as the feed onentration inreases, x1, e1, σ1 remain onstant, and c inreases
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. Growth of E. oli ML308 in a gluose-limited hemostat. (a) When the

feed onentration of gluose is inreased at a �xed dilution rate, the residual glu-

ose onentration (losed symbols) is onstant, and the ell density (open symbols)

inreases linearly (Lendenmann, 1994, Appendix B). The data for D = 0.3 h

−1
and

D = 0.6 h

−1
is represented by the symbols, △,N and �,�, respetively. (a) When

the dilution rate is inreased at a �xed feed onentration (100 mg L

−1
), the residual

substrate onentration inreases monotonially with D, and approahes a threshold

at small dilution rates (Kovárová et al., 1996, Fig. 2). The data was obtained at 4

temperatures.

linearly. Thus, any inrease in the feed onentration is ompensated by a pro-

portional inrease in the ell density � all other variables remain unhanged.

We shall appeal to this fat later.

No data is available for the induer or enzyme levels, but experiments per-

formed with gluose-limited ultures of E. oli ML308 show that at dilution

rates of 0.3 and 0.6 h

−1
, the residual substrate onentration is indeed inde-

pendent of the feed onentration, and the ell density does inrease linearly

with the feed onentration (Fig. 8a). No threshold was observed in these ex-

periments beause the feed onentrations were relatively high (≥ 1 mg L

−1
).

As we show below, the threshold onentration for gluose is ∼10�50 µg L−1
.

3.2.2 Variation of steady states with D at �xed σf,1

If the dilution rate is inreased at any �xed σf,1 < σ∗

1, there is no growth

regardless of the dilution rate at whih the hemostat is operated. If σf,1 > σ∗

1 ,

the variation of the steady states withD is qualitatively idential to that of the

Monod model: The persistene steady state, E101, is stable for 0 < D < Dc,1,

and the washout steady state, E100, is stable for D ≥ Dc,1 (vertial arrow in

Fig. 7). We shall on�ne our attention to E101, sine E100 is independent of D.

Variation of induer and enzyme levels It follows from (25)�(26) that

as the dilution rate inreases over the range, (0, Dc,1), the induer level in-

reases linearly, whereas the enzyme level passes through a maximum at
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D =

√(
Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

)
ke,1. The latter is onsistent with the data for systems

with induible enzymes (Fig. 2).

In ontrast to the hypothesis of Clarke et al., the model explains the non-

monotoni pro�le of the enzyme level as the outome of a balane between

indution and dilution/degradation (as opposed to atabolite repression). To

see this, observe that the steady state enzyme level is given by the ratio of the

indution and dilution/degradation rates, i.e.,

e1 =
r+e,1

D + ke,1
.

Furthermore, sine x1 inreases with D, so does r+e,1, but it saturates at su�-
iently large D. At low values of D, the enzyme level inreases with D beause

the indution rate inreases with D. At high D, the steady state enzyme level

inversely proportional to D beause the indution rate saturates.

The validity of the above explanation rests upon the hypothesis that the indu-

tion rate saturates at largeD. This hypothesis is supported by the data for the
la and ptsG operons. When bath ultures of E. oli growing exponentially

on saturating onentrations of latose (whih are physiologially idential to

ultures growing in a latose-limited hemostat near the ritial dilution rate)

are exposed to 0.4 mM IPTG, there is almost no hange in the β-galatosidase
ativity (Hogema et al., 1998, Table 1). Similarly, the PtsG ativity of wild-

type and ptsG-onstitutive E. oli is the same in gluose-exess bath ultures

and ontinuous ultures operating at high dilution rates (Seeto et al., 2004,

Fig. 3). Indution is therefore already saturated during growth of E. oli on

latose or gluose, provided the dilution rate is su�iently large. It remains to

be seen if this hypothesis is also valid for the other systems. However, at large

dilution rates, the enzyme ativity is more or less inversely proportional to D
for all the systems shown Fig. 2, a result expeted only if the indution rate

saturates at large D. Thus, the deline of the enzyme ativity in both onsti-

tutive mutants and wild-type ells is due to dilution, rather than atabolite

repression.

Variation of the substrate onentration and ell density Aording

to the Monod model, the residual substrate onentration is proportional to

the dilution rate, i.e., σ1 = D/rmaxg,1 , where rmaxg,1 denotes the maximum spei�

growth rate on S1 (Herbert et al., 1956). In ontrast, eq. (27) yields

σ1 = σ∗

1 +

(
ke,1 + Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

Y1Vs,1Ve,1

)
D +

(
1

Y1Vs,1Ve,1

)
D2,
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whih implies that at small dilution rates, σ1 approahes the threshold level,

σ∗

1, and at large dilution rates, σ1 is proportional to D
2
. Both these properties

follow from the relation, rs,1 ≡ Vs,1e1σ1 = D/Y1, and the steady state pro�les

of the peripheral enzyme ativity. Indeed, at low dilution rates, σ1 is onstant
beause the enzyme level inreases linearly. Likewise, at high dilution rates,

σ1 ∼ D2
beause e1 ∼ 1/D.

The experiments provide lear evidene of threshold onentrations. Kovarova

et al. have shown that when E. oli ML308 is grown in a gluose-limited

hemostat, the residual gluose onentration approahes threshold levels of

20�40 µg/L at small dilution rates (Fig. 8b). The authors did not identify

the spei� mehanism underlying the threshold. It may exist, for example,

simply beause the maintenane requirements prelude growth. However, we

shall show below that in some ases, the threshold exists preisely beause the

enzymes are not indued at su�iently low values of the substrate onentra-

tion.

3.3 Mixed-substrate growth

We have shown above that in hemostats limited by a single substrate, enzyme

synthesis is abolished if the feed onentration is below the threshold level,

and this ours beause the indution rate of the enzyme annot math the

degradation rate. Our next goal is to show that in mixed-substrate ultures,

enzyme synthesis is often abolished beause the indution rate of the enzyme

annot math its dilution rate. To this end, we shall begin with the ase of

mixed-substrate bath ultures, where this phenomenon is partiularly trans-

parent. This analysis of bath ultures will also enable us to establish the

formal similarity between the lassi�ation of the growth patterns in bath

and ontinuous ultures.

3.3.1 Bath ultures

3.3.1.1 Mathematial lassi�ation of the growth patterns The

growth of mixed-substrate bath ultures is empirially lassi�ed based on

the substrate onsumption pattern (preferential or simultaneous) during the

�rst exponential growth phase. The mathematial orrelate of the foregoing

empirial lassi�ation is provided by the bifuration diagram for the equations

de1
dt

= Ve,1
e1σ0,1

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
− (Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 + ke,1) e1, (30)

de2
dt

= Ve,2
e2σ0,2

K̄e,2 + e2σ0,2
− (Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 + ke,2) e2, (31)
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whih desribe the motion of the enzymes toward the quasisteady state or-

responding to the �rst exponential growth phase.

We gain physial insight into the foregoing equations by observing that they

are formally similar to the Lotka-Volterra model for two ompeting speies

dN1

dt
= a1N1 − (b11N1 + b12N2)N1, (32)

dN2

dt
= a2N2 − (b21N1 + b22N2)N2, (33)

where Ni is the population density of the i-th speies; aiNi is the (unrestrited)

growth rate of the i-th speies in the absene of any ompetion; and biiN
2
i ,

bijNiNj represent the growth rate redution due to intra- and inter-spei�

ompetition, respetively. Evidently, the net indution rate, Ve,ieiσ0,i/(K̄e,i +
eiσ0,i) − ke,iei, and the two dilution terms in (30)�(31) are the orrelates of

the unrestrited growth rate and the two ompetition terms in the Lotka-

Volterra model. Thus, the interation between the enzymes is ompetitive

(the enzymes inhibit eah other via the dilution terms), despite the absene

of any transriptional repression (the indution rate of Ei is una�eted by

ativity of Ej , j 6= i).

Now, the Lotka-Volterra equations are known to yield oexistene or extin-

tion steady states, depending on the values of the parameters, bij (Murray,

1989). The formal similarity of eqs. (30)�(31) and (32)�(33) suggests that the

enzymes will exhibit oexistene and extintion steady states, depending on

the values of the physiologial parameters and the initial substrate onentra-

tions. We show below that this is indeed the ase. Moreover, the oexistene

and extintion steady states are the orrelates of simultaneous and preferential

growth, respetively.

Eqs. (30)�(31) have 4 types of steady states: e1 = 0, e2 = 0; e1 > 0, e2 = 0;
e1 = 0, e2 > 0; and e1 > 0, e2 > 0, whih are denoted E00, E10, E01, and E11,

respetively. Eah of these steady states has a simple biologial interpretation.

If the enzyme levels reah E00 (resp., E11), none (resp., both) of the two

substrates are onsumed during the �rst exponential growth phase. If the

enzyme levels reah E10 (resp., E01), only S1 (resp., S2) is onsumed during the

�rst exponential growth phase. The bifuration diagram shows the existene

and stability of these steady states (and hene, the growth pattern) at any

given σ0,1 and σ0,2 (Fig. 9). It an be inferred from the following fats derived

in Appendix A.

(1) E00 always exists (for all σ0,1 and σ0,2). It is stable if and only if

r∗g,i ≡
Ve,iσ0,i
K̄e,i

− ke,i < 0 ⇔ σ0,i < σ∗

i , i = 1, 2
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Figure 9. Bifuration diagram lassifying the growth patterns of mixed-substrate

bath ultures at various initial substrate onentrations, σ0,1 and σ0,2. The green
and blak lines represent the threshold onentrations for indution of E1 and E2,

respetively. The blue and red urves represent the lous of initial substrate on-

entrations de�ned by the equations, rg,1 = r∗g,2 and rg,2 = r∗g,1, respetively. The
insets in eah of the six regions show the dynamis at the orresponding initial sub-

strate onentrations. The �rst inset shows the motion of the enzymes during the

�rst exponential growth phase; the seond one shows the resultant evolution of the

substrate onentrations and ell density.

i.e., the point, (σ0,1, σ0,2), lies below the green line and to the left of the

blak line in Fig. 9.

(2) E10 exists if and only if σ0,1 > σ∗

1, in whih ase it is unique, and given

by

e1 =
−
(
K̄e,1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1

)
+

√(
K̄e,1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1

)2
+

4K̄e,1r
∗

g,1

Y1Vs,1

2σ0,1
, e2 = 0.

At this steady state, the ells onsume only S1, and grow exponentially

at the spei� growth rate

rg,1 ≡ Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1.

It is stable if and only if

r∗g,2 < rg,1, (34)
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i.e., (σ0,1, σ0,2) lies below the blue urve in Fig. 9, de�ned by the equation

r∗g,2 = rg,1. (35)

Thus, E10 is stable under two distint sets of onditions. Either σ2,0 is

below the threshold level, σ∗

2, in whih ase synthesis of E2 annot be

sustained beause its indution rate annot math its degradation rate.

Alternatively, σ0,2 is above the threshold level, but sustained synthesis

of E2 remains infeasible beause the dilution of E2 due to growth on S1

is too large. Thus, r∗g,2 an be viewed as the highest spei� growth rate

tolerated by the indution mahinery for E2: Synthesis of E2 is abolished

whenever rg,1 exeeds r∗g,2. We shall refer to r∗g,2 as the spei� growth

rate for extintion of E2.

For any given σ0,1 > σ∗

1, the exponential growth rate, rg,1, an be higher or
lower than r∗g,2 (depending on the value of σ0,2), but it annot exeed the

orresponding extintion growth rate, r∗g,1. This re�ets the biologially
plausible fat that e1 annot be zero during exponential growth on S1.

(3) E01 exists if and only if σ0,2 > σ∗

2, in whih ase it is (uniquely) given by

the expressions

e1 = 0, e2 =
−
(
K̄e,2 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2

)
+

√(
K̄e,2 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2

)2
+

4K̄e,2r
∗

g,2

Y2Vs,2

2σ0,2
.

At this steady state, the ells onsume only S2, and grow exponentially

at the spei� growth rate

rg,2 ≡ Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2.

It is stable if and only if

r∗g,1 < rg,2, (36)

i.e., (σ0,1, σ0,2) lies to the left of the red urve in Fig. 9, de�ned by the

equation

r∗g,1 = rg,2. (37)

Furthermore, rg,2 ≤ r∗g,2 with equality being attained preisely when σ2 =
σ∗

2, in whih ase rg,2 = r∗g,2 = 0.
(4) E11 exists and is unique if and only ifE10 and E01 are unstable, a ondition

satis�ed preisely when

r∗g,2 > rg,1, r
∗

g,1 > rg,2,

i.e., (σ0,1, σ0,2) lie between the blue and red urves in Fig. 9. At this

steady state, both enzymes �oexist� beause neither substrate supports

a spei� growth rate that is large enough to annihilate the enzymes for

the other substrate. Hene, both substrates are onsumed, and the ells
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grow exponentially at the spei� growth rate

rg,12 ≡ Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2,

where e1, e2 are the unique positive solutions of (30)�(31).
(5) The blue urve and red urves are given by the equations

r∗g,1 =

(
1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

)
r∗g,2 +

1

Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

(
r∗g,2

)2
, (38)

r∗g,2 =

(
1 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2K̄e,2

)
r∗g,1 +

1

Y2Vs,2K̄e,2

(
r∗g,2

)2
, (39)

respetively. Both equations de�ne graphs of inreasing funtions passing

through (σ∗

1 , σ
∗

2), but the blue urve always lies below the red urve.

Thus, the bifuration diagram onsists of 6 distint regions suh that exatly

one of the four steady states is stable in eah region.

The bifuration diagram implies that there are six possible growth patterns,

depending on the initial substrate onentrations. Three of these growth pat-

terns our if σ0,1 < σ∗

1 or/and σ0,1 < σ∗

2 . If both σ0,1 and σ0,2 are below their

respetive threshold onentrations, neither substrate is onsumed. If only one

of them is below its threshold level, say, σ0,2 < σ∗

2 , only S1 is onsumed during

the �rst exponential growth phase. However, growth is not diauxi beause S2

is never onsumed. If σ0,1 > σ∗

1 and σ0,2 > σ∗

2 , the model predits the existene

of three additional growth patterns.

(1) If σ0,1, σ0,2 lie in the region between the blue and green urves, e2 ap-

proahes zero during the �rst exponential growth phase. Importantly,

sine σ0,2 is higher than the threshold level, E2 is synthesized upon ex-

haustion of S1 at the end of the �rst exponential growth phase. Hene,

growth is diauxi with preferential onsumption of S1.

(2) If σ0,1, σ0,2 lie in the region between the red and blak urves, e1 ap-

proahes zero during the �rst exponential growth phase, i.e., there is

diauxi growth with preferential onsumption of S2.

(3) If σ0,1, σ0,2 lie between the red and blue urves, e1 and e2 attain posi-

tive values during the �rst exponential growth phase. Consequently, both

substrates are onsumed until one of them is exhausted, and there is no

diauxi lag before the remaining substrate is onsumed.

We show below that the foregoing lassi�ation is onsistent with the data.

3.3.1.2 Growth patterns at saturating substrate onentrations

Physiologial experiments, whih are generally performed with saturating sub-

strate onentrations (σ0,1, σ0,2 ≈ 1), show that depending on the ell type,
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Figure 10. Bifuration diagrams orresponding to diauxi growth under substrate-ex-

ess onditions (σ0,1, σ0,2 ≈ 1). (a) Preferential onsumption of S1. (b) Preferential

onsumption of S2.

the two substrates are onsumed sequentially or simultaneously. The behav-

ior of the model is onsistent with this observation. To see this, observe that

depending on the values of the physiologial parameters (whih, in e�et, de-

termine the ell type), there are three possible arrangements of the red and

blue urves, eah of whih yields a distint growth pattern at saturating sub-

strate onentrations. Indeed, S1 is onsumed preferentially if (1, 1) lies below
the blue urve (Fig. 10a). This ours preisely when the physiologial param-

eters satisfy the ondition

Ve,1
K̄e,1

>
Ve,2
K̄e,2

+
1

Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

(
Ve,2
K̄e,2

)2

, (40)

obtained from (38) by negleting enzyme degradation (ke,i = 0). Likewise, S2

is onsumed preferentially if (1, 1) lies above the red urve (Fig. 10b), i.e., the

physiologial parameters satisfy the ondition

Ve,2
K̄e,2

>
Ve,1
K̄e,1

+
1

Y2Vs,2K̄e,12

(
Ve,1
K̄e,1

)2

, (41)

obtained from (39) upon setting ke,i = 0. Finally, the substrates are onsumed

simultaneously if (1,1) lies above the blue urve and below the red urve

(Fig. 9), i.e., both the foregoing onditions are violated.

The biologialmeaning of these onditions was disussed in earlier work (Narang and Pilyugin,

2007a). Indeed, one an hek that (40) and (41) are equivalent to the ondi-
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tions

α < α∗ ≡
κ2

(
−κ1 +

√
κ21 + 4

)

2
,

α > α∗ ≡
2

κ1

(
−κ2 +

√
κ21 + 4

) ,

respetively, where α ≡
√
Y2Vs,2Ve,2/

√
Y1Vs,1Ve,1 is a measure of the maximum

spei� growth rate on S2 relative to that on S1, and κi ≡ K̄e,i/
√
Ve,i/(YiVs,i)

is a measure of saturation onstant for indution of Ei. Thus, the substrates

are onsumed preferentially whenever the maximum spei� growth rate on

one of the substrates is su�iently large ompared to that on the other sub-

strate. Just how large this ratio must be depends on the saturation onstants,

κi. Enzymes with small saturation onstants are quasi-onstitutive � their

synthesis annot be abolished even if the other substrate supports a large

spei� growth rate. In ontrast, synthesis of enzymes with large saturation

onstants an be abolished even if the other substrate supports a omparable

spei� growth rate.

3.3.1.3 Transitions triggered by hanges in substrate onentra-

tions Figs. 9�10 imply that the growth pattern an be hanged by altering

the initial substrate onentrations. We show below that this onlusion is

onsistent with the data.

As a �rst example, onsider a ell type that prefers to onsume S1 under

substrate-exess onditions (σ0,1, σ0,2 ≈ 1). Its growth pattern at any σ0,1, σ0,2
is then desribed by Fig. 10a, whih implies that if σ0,1 is dereased su�-

iently from 1, both substrates will be onsumed simultaneously. Suh behav-

ior has been observed in experiments. If the initial onentrations of gluose

and galatose are 20 mg/L and 5 mg/L, respetively, E. oli ML308 onsumes

gluose before galatose (Fig. 11a). If the initial onentration of gluose is re-

dued to 5 mg/L or lower, gluose and galatose are onsumed simultaneously

(Fig. 11b).

The data in Figs. 11a,b are open to question beause the initial ell densities

are so large (∼ 109 ells L

−1
) that the substrates may have been exhausted

before the enzymes reahed the quasisteady state orresponding to balaned

growth. However, similar results have also been obtained in studies performed

with very small initial ell densities (103�105 ells L−1
). Indeed, Shmidt and

Alexander observed that �simultaneous use of two substrates is onentration

dependent . . . Pseudomonas sp. ANL 50 mineralized gluose and aniline simul-

taneously when present at 3 µg L−1
but metabolized them diauxially at 300

µg L

−1
� (Shmidt and Alexander, 1985, Figs. 3�4). Likewise, Pseudomonas
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(a) (b)

() (d)

Figure 11. Transitions of the growth patterns triggered by hanges in the initial

substrate onentrations. Upper panel: Bath growth of Esherihia oli ML308

on mixtures of gluose and galatose. (a) At high initial gluose onentrations (20

mg L

−1
), gluose is onsumed before galatose (Lendenmann, 1994). (b) At low ini-

tial gluose onentrations (5 mg L

−1
), gluose and galatose are onsumed simulta-

neously (Egli et al., 1993, Fig. 1). Lower panel: Bath growth of Pseudomonas on

PNP and PNP + gluose (Shmidt et al., 1987, Figs. 1,4). DPM denotes disintegra-

tions per min of

14
C-labelled PNP and gluose. () No PNP is onsumed if its initial

onentration is 10 µg L−1
. Signi�ant onsumption ours at initial onentrations

of 50 and 100 µg L

−1
. (d) PNP and gluose are onsumed simultaneously if their

initial onentrations are high (3 and 10 mg L

−1
, respetively).

aidovorans onsumed aetate before phenol when the onentrations of these

substrates were >70 and 2 µg L−1
, respetively. If the initial onentration of

aetate was redued to 13 µg L−1
, both substrates were onsumed simultane-

ously.

In terms of the model, these transitions from sequential to simultaneous sub-

strate onsumption an be understood as follows. Sequential substrate on-

sumption ours at high onentrations of the preferred substrate beause it

supports suh a large spei� growth rate that the enzymes assoiated with

the seondary substrate are diluted to extintion. Reduing the initial on-

entration of the preferred substrate dereases its ability to support growth,

and thus dilute the seondary substrate enzymes to extintion. Consequently,

both substrates are onsumed.
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The growth of Pseudomonas sp. on p-nitrophenol (PNP) and gluose furnishes

additional examples of growth pattern transitions driven by hanges in the ini-

tial substrate onentrations. Shmidt et al. found that no PNP was onsumed

if its initial onentration was 10 µg L

−1
, and signi�ant mineralization o-

urred at the higher initial onentrations of 50 and 100 µg L

−1
(Fig. 11).

It follows that the threshold onentration for PNP lies between 10 and 50

µg L−1
. Importantly, the addition of 20 mg L

−1
gluose to a ulture ontaining

10 µg L−1
PNP failed to stimulate PNP onsumption. The authors onluded

that �the threshold was not a result of the fat that the onentration of PNP

was too low to meet maintenane energy requirements of the organism, but

rather supports the hypothesis that the onentration was too low to indue

degradative enzymes.� Finally, it was observed that when the initial onen-

trations of PNP and gluose were inreased to saturating levels of 3 mg L

−1

and 10 mg L

−1
, respetively, both substrates were onsumed simultaneously

(Fig. 11d). All these results are onsistent with the bifuration diagram shown

in Fig. 9.

Figs. 9�10 extend the results obtained in Narang and Pilyugin, 2007a. There,

we onstruted bifuration diagrams desribing the variation of the growth

patterns in response to hanges in the physiologial parameters at (�xed) satu-

rating substrate onentrations. These geneti bifuration diagrams explained

the phenotypes of many di�erent mutants and reombinant ells. Figs. 9�10

an be viewed as epigeneti bifuration diagrams, sine they desribe the vari-

ation of the growth pattern when a given ell type, haraterized by �xed

physiologial parameters, is exposed to various initial substrate onentra-

tions.

3.3.2 Continuous ultures

In the experimental literature, the growth pattern of mixed-substrate ontin-

uous ultures is lassi�ed based on the manner in whih the two substrates

are onsumed when the dilution rate is inreased at a given pair of feed on-

entrations. Either both substrates are onsumed at all dilution rates up to

washout, or both substrates are onsumed up to an intermediate dilution rate

beyond whih only one of the substrates is onsumed. We show below that the

model predits these growth patterns. Moreover, it an quantitatively apture

the variation of the steady state enzyme levels, substrate onentrations, and

ell density with respet to the dilution rate and the feed onentrations.

3.3.2.1 Mathematial lassi�ation of the growth patterns The

mathematial orrelate of the experimentally observed growth patterns or-

responds to the bifuration diagram for eqs. (8)�(12), whih desribes the
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Table 1

Neessary and su�ient onditions for existene and stability of the steady states

for mixed-substrate growth in ontinuous ultures (see Appendix C for details).

Steady De�ning Biologial Existene Stability

state property meaning ondition(s) ondition(s)

E000 e1 = 0, e2 = 0, No substrate Always Dt,1 < 0,

c = 0 onsumed exists Dt,2 < 0

E101 e1 > 0, e2 = 0, Only S1 Dt,1 > 0, D > Dt,2

c > 0 onsumed 0 < D < Dc,1

E100 e1 > 0, e2 = 0, Washout Dt,1 > 0 Dt,2 < Dc,1,

c = 0 of E101 D > Dc,1

E011 e1 = 0, e2 > 0 Only S2 Dt,2 > 0, D > Dt,1

c > 0 onsumed 0 < D < Dc,2

E010 e1 = 0, e2 > 0, Washout Dt,2 > 0 Dt,1 < Dc,2,

c = 0 of E011 D > Dc,2

E111 e1 > 0, e2 > 0, Both S1, S2 Dt,1,Dt,2 > 0, Whenever it

c > 0 onsumed D < Dt,1,Dt,2,Dc exists

E110 e1 > 0, e2 > 0, Washout Dt,2 > Dc,1, D > Dc

c = 0 of E111 Dt,1 > Dc,2

existene and stability of the steady states in the 3-dimensional σf,1, σf,2, D-
spae.

Eqs. (8)�(12) have 7 steady states, but 5 of them are �single-substrate steady

states� (see rows 1�5 of Table 1). Indeed, E000, E101, and E100 (resp., E000,

E011, and E010) are observed in hemostats limited by S1 (resp., S2). Their

existene in mixed-substrate growth implies that even if both substrates are

supplied to the hemostat, there are steady states at whih only one of the

substrates is onsumed. We shall see below that these steady states an beome

stable under ertain onditions. Here, it su�es to observe that only two of 7

steady states, namely, E111 (e1 > 0, e2 > 0, c > 0) and E110 (e1 > 0, e2 > 0,
c > 0), are uniquely assoiated with mixed-substrate growth. They orrespond

to simultaneous onsumption of both substrates and its washout.

The existene and stability of the steady states are ompletely determined

by �ve speial dilution rates, namely, Dt,i, Dc,i, and Dc (Table 1, olumns 4�

5). These dilution rates are the analogs of the speial spei� growth rates

onsidered in the analysis of bath ultures. Indeed, the transition dilution
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rate for Si,

Dt,i ≡
Ve,iσf,i
K̄e,i

− ke,i, (42)

is the analog of the extintion growth rate, r∗g,i. It is the maximum dilution

rate up to whih synthesis of Ei an be sustained. The ritial dilution rate,

Dc,i, given by the relation

Dc,i = YiVs,i
−
(
K̄e,i +

ke,i
YiVs,i

)
+

√(
K̄e,i +

ke,i
YiVs,i

)2
+ 4Ke,iDt,i

Y1Vs,i

2
,

is the analog of rg,i. It is the maximum dilution rate up to whih growth an

be sustained in a hemostat supplied with only Si, and satis�es the relation,

Dci ≤ Dt,i with equality being obtained preisely when σi = σ∗

i , in whih

ase, Dc,i = Dt,i = 0 (see dashed and blue lines in Fig. 7). Finally, the ritial

dilution rate, Dc, is de�ned as

Dc ≡ Y1Vs,1e1σf,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σf,2,

where e1, e2 are the unique positive steady state solutions of (30)�(31) with

σ0,i replaed by σf,i. It is the analog of the funtion, rg,12. Thus, r
∗

g,i, rg,i, rg,12,
and their analogs, Dt,i, Dc,i, Dc, are de�ned by formally idential expressions,

the only di�erene being that σ0,i is replaed by σf,i.

The formal similarity of the expressions for Dt,i, Dc,i, Dc and r∗g,i, rg,i, rg,12
implies that for a given set of physiologial parameters, the relations, σf,i =
σ∗

i , Dt,1 = Dc,2 and Dt,2 = Dc,1, de�ne urves on the σf,1, σf,2-plane that

are idential to the urves on the σ0,1, σ0,2-plane de�ned by the equations,

σ0,i = σ∗

i , r
∗

g,1 = rg,2 and r∗g,2 = rg,1. It follows that the relations, σf,i = σ∗

i ,

Dt,1 = Dc,2, Dt,2 = Dc,1, determine a partitioning of the σf,1, σf,2-plane into
6 regions, whih is idential to the partitioning of the bifuration diagram for

bath ultures, the only di�erene being that the oordinates are σf,1, σf,2,
rather than σ0,1, σ0,2 (Fig. 12).

Eah of the six regions in Fig. 12 orresponds to unique growth pattern that

an be inferred from the existene and stability properties summarized in

olumns 4�5 of Table 1. For instane, if (σf,1, σf,2) lies in the region between

the green and blue urves in Fig. 12, both substrates are onsumed for all

0 < D < Dt,2, only S1 is onsumed for all Dt,2 ≤ D < Dc,1, and neither

substrate is onsumed beause the ells are washed out for all D ≥ Dc,1. To

see this, observe that in the region of interest (between the green and blue

urves), the speial dilution rates stand in the relation

0 < Dc,2 < Dt,2 < Dc < Dc,1 < Dt,1.

The existene and stability onditions listed in Table 1 therefore imply that

as D inreases, 4 of the 7 steady states play no role beause they are unstable
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Figure 12. Bifuration diagram lassifying the growth patterns of mixed-substrate

ontinuous ultures at various feed onentrations, σf,1 and σf,2. The green and blak
lines represent the threshold onentrations for indution of E1 and E2, respetively.

The blue and red urves represent the lous of initial substrate onentrations de�ned

by the equations, Dc,1 = Dt,2 and Dc,2 = Dt,1, respetively. The insets in eah of

the six regions show the variation of the steady states with D at the orresponding

feed onentrations.

whenever they exist, or do not exist at all. Indeed:

(1) E000 and E010 exist at all D > 0, but they are always unstable beause

the stability onditions for these two steady states (Dt,1, Dt,2 > 0 and

Dt,1 < Dc,2, respetively) are violated in the region of interest .

(2) E011 exists for all 0 < D < Dc,2, but it is unstable whenever it exists

beause the stability ondition, D > Dt,1, is not satis�ed in the region of

interest.

(3) E110 does not exist at all sine one of the existene onditions,Dt,2 > Dc,1,

is violated in the region of interest.

It follows that only the remaining three steady states are relevant. One an

hek by appealing to Table 1 that E111 is stable for 0 < D < Dt,2, E101 is

stable for Dt,2 < D < Dc,1, and E100 is stable for D > Dc,1. Hene, both
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substrates are onsumed for all 0 < D < Dt,2. At D = Dt,2, e2 beomes zero.

Only S1 is onsumed for all Dt,2 ≤ D < Dc,1 until c beomes zero at D = Dc,1.

Neither substrate is onsumed for D > Dc,1.

Similar arguments, applied to all the regions in Fig. 12, show that there are 6

distint growth patterns. Three of these growth patterns our when at least

one of the feed onentrations is below its threshold level.

(1) If both feed onentrations are below the threshold level, E000 is always

stable, so that neither substrate is onsumed at any dilution rate.

(2) If σf,2 < σ∗

2, but σf,1 > σ∗

1 , E101 is stable (i.e., only S1 is onsumed) for

all 0 < D < Dc,1, and E100 is stable (i.e., the ells wash out) whenever

D ≥ Dc,1. This is qualitatively similar to the behavior observed during

single-substrate growth on S1 (Fig. 7). Thus, if the feed onentration

of S2 is at sub-threshold levels, it has no e�et on the behavior of the

hemostat.

(3) If σf,1 < σ∗

1, and σf,2 > σ2
2, E011 is stable (i.e., only S2 is onsumed)

for all 0 < D < Dc,2, and E010 is stable (i.e., the ells wash out) for

D ≥ Dc,2. This is qualitatively similar to the behavior of the hemostat

during single-substrate growth on S2.

If both feed onentrations are above their respetive threshold levels, there

are three additional growth patterns.

(1) If σf,1 and σf,2 lie between the red and blue urves, E111 (i.e., both sub-

strates are onsumed) for 0 < D < Dc, and E110 is stable (i.e., ells wash

out) for D ≥ Dc. Thus, both substrates are onsumed at all dilution rates

up to washout.

(2) If σf,1 and σf,2 lie between the green and blue urves, E111 is stable (i.e.,

both substrates are onsumed) for all 0 < D < Dt,2, E101 is stable (i.e.,

only S1 is onsumed) for all Dt,1 ≤ D < Dc,1, and E100 is stable (the ells

wash out) for all D > Dc,1.

(3) If σf,1 and σf,2 lie between the blak and red urves, E111 is stable (i.e.,

both substrates are onsumed) for all 0 < D < Dt,1, E011 is stable (i.e.,

only S2 is onsumed) for all Dt,2 ≤ D < Dc,2, and E100 is stable (the ells

wash out) for all D > Dc,2.

These growth patterns are the mathematial orrelates of the growth patterns

shown in Fig. 3.

The model predits that the growth pattern in ontinuous ultures an be

hanged by altering the feed onentrations. Unfortunately, there is no experi-

mental data at subsaturating feed onentrations (σf,i . Ks,i) due to tehnial

di�ulties assoiated with wall growth. Heneforth, we shall on�ne our at-

tention to growth at saturating feed onentrations (σf,i ≈ 1).
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We have shown above that for a given ell type, the bifuration diagrams for

bath and ontinuous ultures are formally idential � one an be generated

from the other by a mere relabeling of the oordinate axes. This formal iden-

tity provides a preise mathematial explanation for the empirially observed

orrelation between the bath and ontinuous growth patterns of a given ell

type. To see this, suppose the ells in question onsume S1 preferentially in

substrate-exess bath ultures (σ0,i ≈ 1). The bifuration diagram for this

system then has the form shown in Fig. 10a. The ontinuous growth patterns

of this system are given by the very same �gure, the only di�erene being that

the oordinates, σ0,1, σ0,2, are replaed by σf,1, σf,2, respetively. It follows
that if the ells are grown in ontinuous ultures fed with saturating substrate

onentrations (σf,i ≈ 1), they will onsume both substrates at low dilution

rates, and only S1 at all high dilution rates up to washout (Fig. 3b). A similar

argument shows that if the ells onsume both substrates in substrate-exess

bath ulture (bifuration diagram given by a relabeled Fig. 9), their growth

in ontinuous ultures will be suh that both substrates are onsumed at all

dilution rates up to washout (Fig. 3a).

3.3.2.2 The model predits the observed variation of the steady

states with D and sf,i Although the model predits the existene of the

observed growth patterns, it remains to determine if the variation of the steady

states with D and sf,i is in quantitative agreement with the data. Sine the

variation of the �single-substrate steady states� with D and sf,i is onsistent
with the data (Setion 3.2), it su�es to fous on E111, the only growth-

supporting steady state uniquely assoiated with mixed-substrate growth.

This steady state an be observed in systems exhibiting both the simultaneous

and the preferential growth patterns. However, sine the data for simultaneous

systems is limited, we shall fous on preferential systems. In our disussion of

these systems, we shall assume, furthermore, that S1 is the �preferred� sub-

strate. This entails no loss of generality sine the equations for S1 and S2 (and

the assoiated physiologial variables) are formally idential: Interhanging

the indies does not hange the form of the equations.

Two types of experiments an be found in the literature.

(1) Either the dilution rate was hanged at �xed feed onentrations.

(2) Alternatively, the mass fration of the substrates in the feed, ψi ≡ sf,i/(sf,1+
sf,2), was hanged at �xed total feed onentration, sf,t ≡ sf,1+ sf,2, and
(su�iently small) dilution rate.

The model predits that in the �rst ase, E111 is stable at all dilution rates

below Dt,2, the transition dilution rate for the �less preferred� substrate. In the

seond ase, E111 is stable at all feed frations, exept those near the extreme

values, 0 and 1, where the model predits threshold e�ets. Suh threshold ef-
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fets have been observed when the feed ontained a very small fration of one of

the substrates (Kovar et al., 2002; Ng and Dawes, 1973; Rudolph and Grady,

2002). Nevertheless, we shall restrit our attention to intermediate values of

ψi at whih E111 is the stable steady state.

The steady state, E111, satis�es the equations

0 = D(sf,i − si)− rs,ic, (43)

0 = Ve,i
σi

K̄e,i + eiσi
− (D + ke,i) , (44)

0 = Y1rs,1 + Y2rs,2 −D, (45)

xi ≈
rs,i
kx,i

. (46)

These equations do not yield an analytial solution valid for all D and sf,i.
However, we show below that they an be solved for the two limiting ases of

low and high D, from whih the entire solution an be pieed together.

Before onsidering these limiting ases, it is useful to note that eqs. (43) and

(45) imply that

c = Y1 (sf,1 − s1) + Y2 (sf,2 − s2) , (47)

Yirs,i
D

= βi ≡
Yi(sf,i − si)

Y1(sf,1 − s1) + Y2(sf,2 − s2)
. (48)

The �rst relation says that the steady state ell density is the sum of the

ell densities derived from the two substrates. The seond relation states that

βi, the fration of biomass derived from Si, equals the fration of the total

spei� growth rate, D, supported by Si. Evidently, βi ≤ 1 with equality

being attained only during single-substrate growth.

Eq. (48) immediately yields

rs,i =
βiD

Yi
, (49)

whih explains the following well-known empirial observation: At any given

D, the mixed-substrate spei� uptake rate of Si is always lower than the

single-substrate spei� uptake rate of Si (reviewed in Egli, 1995). This or-

relation is a natural onsequene of the mass balanes for the substrates and

ells, together with the onstant yield property. The mixed-substrate spei�

uptake rate is smaller simply beause both substrates are onsumed to sup-

port the spei� growth rate, D, whereas only one substrate supports the very
same spei� growth rate during single-substrate growth.

3.3.2.3 Low dilution rates The �rst limiting ase orresponds to di-

lution rates so small that both substrates are at subsaturating levels, i.e.,
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(a) (b)
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Figure 13. Upper panel: The spei� substrate uptake rate inreases linearly when

the dilution rate is inreased at �xed feed onentrations. Spei� uptake rates of

(a) gluose and (b) methanol during growth of H. polymorpha on various mixtures of

gluose and methanol (Egli et al., 1986, Figs. 4�5). The perentages show the perent

methanol in the feed. The total feed onentration of gluose and methanol was 5

g L

−1
. Lower panel: If the fration of Si in the feed is inreased at a �xed dilution

rate, the spei� substrate uptake rate inreases linearly with βi. () Growth of H.

polymorpha on a mixture of gluose and methanol at D = 0.145 h

−1
(Egli et al.,

1982b, Fig. 5). (d) Growth of E. oli K12 on various mixtures of latose and gluose

at D = 0.4 h

−1
(alulated from Fig. 4 of Smith and Atkinson, 1980). The lines

in the �gures show the spei� substrate uptake rates predited by eq. (51) with

the experimentally measured single-substrate yields, Y
GLU

= 0.55, Y
MET

= 0.38 in

(a)�(), and Y
GLU

= Y
LAC

in (d).

si . Ks,i ≪ sf,i. Sine both substrates are almost ompletely onsumed, (47)�

(48) beome

c ≈ Y1sf,1 + Y2sf,2, (50)

rs,i =
βiD

Yi
, βi ≈

Yisf,i
Y1sf,1 + Y2sf,2

=
Yiψi

Y1ψ1 + Y2ψ2
. (51)

Evidently, βi is ompletely determined by ψi, the fration of Si in the feed.

Moreover, βi(ψi) is an inreasing funtion of ψi with βi(0) = 0 and βi(1) = 1.
It is idential to ψi when the yields on both substrates are the same.

Eq. (51) implies that ifD is inreased at �xed feed onentrations, rs,i inreases
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Figure 14. Variation of the peripheral enzyme levels: (a) Ativity of β-galatosidase
during growth of E. oli K12 on mixtures of latose (1mM) plus gluose

(2mM), gluose-6-phosphate (2mM), or glyerol (4mM) (Smith and Atkinson, 1980,

Fig. 3). (b) Ativity of gentisate-1,2-dioxygenase and gluose-6-phosphate dehy-

drogenase (G6PDH) during growth of P. aeruginosa on saliylate + gluose at

D = 0.02 h

−1
(Rudolph and Grady, 2002, Fig. 3). () Ativities of alohol oxi-

dase and formaldehyde dehydrogenase during growth of H. polymorpha on various

mixtures of gluose and methanol at D = 0.15 h

−1
and sf,t = 5 g L

−1
(Egli et al.,

1982b, Figs. 7A,C). (d) Ativity of β-galatosidase during growth of E. oli K12 on

various mixtures of latose and gluose at D = 0.4 h

−1
(alulated from Fig 5 of

Smith and Atkinson, 1980).

linearly. Likewise, if ψi, and hene, βi, is inreased at a �xed dilution rate,

rs,i inreases linearly with βi. Both onlusions are onsistent with the data.

Fig. 13 shows that eq. (51) provides exellent �ts to the data for growth of

H. polymorpha on gluose + methanol and E. oli on gluose + latose. The

validity of (51) at low dilution rates has been demonstrated for many di�erent

systems (reviewed in Kovarova-Kovar and Egli, 1998).

The physiologial variables, xi and ei, are ompletely determined by the spe-
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i� uptake rate of Si. Indeed, (46) and (44) imply that

xi ≈
rs,i
kx,i

=
βiD

Yikx,i
, (52)

ei =
Ve,i

D + ke,i

βiD

YiVs,iK̄e,i + βiD
. (53)

It follows from (53) that:

(1) If the dilution rate is inreased at �xed feed onentrations, the steady

state enzyme level passes through a maximum. However, at every dilution

rate, the mixed-substrate enzyme level is always lower than the single-

substrate enzyme level.

(2) If the fration of Si in the feed is inreased at a �xed dilution rate, the

ativity of Ei inreases with βi. The inrease is linear if D is small, and

hyperboli if D is large.

Both results are onsistent with the data (Fig. 14).

Based on studies with bath ultures of E. oli, it is widely believed that

gluose and gluose-6-phosphate (G6P) are strong inhibitors of β-galatosidase
synthesis, whereas glyerol is a weak inhibitor. It is therefore remarkable that

the β-galatosidase ativity at any given dilution rate is the same in three

di�erent ontinuous ultures fed with latose + gluose, latose + G6P, and

latose + glyerol (Fig. 14a). The model provides a simple explanation for

this data. To see this, let S1 and S2 denote latose and gluose/G6P/glyerol,

respetively. Now, (53) implies that any given dilution rate, the in�uene of S2

on the β-galatosidase ativity, e1, is ompletely determined by the parameter,

β1 ≈
Y1sf,1

Y1sf,1 + Y2sf,2
,

whih is idential to ψ1, the mass fration of latose in the feed, beause the

yields on latose, gluose, G6P, and glyerol are similar. It turns out that

the feed onentrations used in the experiments were suh that ψ1 ≈ 0.45 in

all the experiments. Consequently, the β-galatosidase ativity at any D is

independent of the hemial identity of S2.

The steady state substrate onentrations are given by the expression

σi =
rs,i
Vs,iei

=
1

YiVs,iVe,i
(D + ke,i)

(
βiD + YiVs,iK̄e,i

)
, (54)

whih follows immediately from (51) and (53). Evidently, if the dilution rate is

inreased at �xed feed onentrations, the substrate onentrations inrease.

However, omparison with (27) shows that at every dilution rate, the sub-

strate onentrations during mixed-substrate growth are lower than the or-
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Figure 15. Upper panel: Variation of the gluose and galatose onentrations with

the dilution rate during single- and mixed-substrate growth of E. oli ML308 on glu-

ose or/and galatose (Lendenmann, 1994; Lendenmann et al., 1996, Appendix B).

The residual onentrations of (a) gluose and (b) galatose during mixed-substrate

growth (N) are lower than the orresponding levels during single-substrate growth

(△). Lower panel: The relationship between the substrate onentration and the

peripheral enzyme level. (a) Growth of C. boidinii on various mixtures of methanol

and gluose at D = 0.14 h

−1
and sf,t = 5.0 g L

−1
(Egli et al., 1993, Fig. 7). When

the ativity of alohol oxidase inreases (0 ≤ β
MET

. 0.4), the methanol onentra-
tion is onstant. When the ativity of alohol oxidase saturates (β

MET

& 0.4), the
methanol onentration inreases. (b) Residual onentrations of galatose (open

symbols) and gluose (losed symbols) during growth on E. oli ML308 on various

mixtures of galatose and gluose at D = 0.3 h−1
and sf,t = 1 (△,N), 10 (♦,�), and

100 (�) mg L−1
(Lendenmann, 1994; Lendenmann et al., 1996).

responding levels during single-substrate growth. This agrees with the data

(Figs. 15a,b). Eq. (54) also implies that if the fration of Si in the feed, and

hene, βi, is inreased at a �xed dilution rate, the substrate onentration

is onstant when βi is small, and inreases when βi is large. This ours be-
ause at small βi, the linear inrease of rs,i is driven entirely by the linear

inrease of ei. Sine the enzyme level saturates at su�iently large βi, further
improvement of rs,i is obtained by a orresponding inrease of the substrate

onentration. Fig 15 shows that this onlusion is onsistent with the data.

To be sure, there are instanes in whih the substrate onentrations appear

to inrease for all 0 ≤ βi ≤ 1 (Fig. 15d). The model implies that this ours

beause YiVs,iK̄e,i is so small that the peripheral enzymes are saturated at
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relatively small values of βiD.

In general, one expets the mixed-substrate steady states to depend on three

independent parameters, namely, D, σf,1, and σf,2. However, the model im-

plies that at su�iently small dilution rates (suh that si ≪ sf,i), the steady
state spei� uptake rates, and hene, the steady state enzyme levels and

substrate onentrations, are ompletely determined by only two indepen-

dent parameters, D and βi(ψi). Experiments provide diret evidene support-

ing this onlusion. Indeed, the data in Fig. 15d were obtained by perform-

ing experiments with three di�erent values of the total feed onentration

(sf,t = 1, 10, 100 mg/L). It was observed that at any given fration of gala-

tose in the feed, the residual sugar onentrations were the same, regardless of

the total feed onentration. Thus, the residual substrate onentrations are

ompletely determined by the dilution rate and the fration of the substrates

in the feed (rather than the absolute values of the feed onentrations). The

same is true of the enzyme levels (Fig. 14b). Athough three di�erent substrates

(gluose, G6P, glyerol) were used in the experiments, the β-galatosidase a-
tivity at any given D was the same regardless of the identity of the substrate,

sine the fration of latose in the feed was idential (∼0.45) in all three ex-

periments.

3.3.2.4 High dilution rates Eq. (54) implies that if the dilution is in-

reased at �xed feed onentrations, the substrate onentrations inrease

monotonially. At a su�iently high dilution rate, s2 approahes saturating

levels (s2 ≫ Ks,2), while s1 remains at subsaturating levels (s1 . Ks,1). The

dilution rate at whih s2 swithes from subsaturating to saturating levels,

denoted Ds,2, an be roughly estimated from the relation

1 ≈
1

Y2Vs,2Ve,2
(Ds,2 + ke,2)

(
Ds,2β2 + Y2Vs,2K̄e,2

)
, (55)

obtained by letting σ2 ≈ 1 in eq. (54). At dilution rates exeeding Ds,2, growth

is limited by S1 only. Based on our earlier analysis of single-substrate growth,

we expet that the steady state onentrations of S1 and the physiologial

variables are ompletely determined by D, and the ell density inreases lin-

early with the feed onentration of S1 (Fig. 8). We show below that this is

indeed the ase.

When s2 ≫ Ks,2, eqs. (46) and (44) yield

x2 =
rs,2
kx,2

≈
Vs,2e2
kx,2

,

e2 =
Ve,2

D + ke,2
−
K̄e,2

σ2
≈

K̄e,2

D + ke,2
(Dt,2 −D) , (56)
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Figure 16. Near the transition dilution rate, the spei� substrate uptake rates are

independent of the feed omposition. Upper panel: Model simulations. The arrows

point in the diretion of inreasing S2 in the feed. The full lines show the spei�

uptake rates predited by numerial simulations of the model. The dashed lines

show the spei� uptake rates predited by eqs. (51) and (57)�(58). Lower panel:

Spei� uptake rates of gluose and methanol during mixed-substrate growth of H.

polymorpha (Egli et al., 1986, Figs. 4�5).

where the seond relation was obtained by appealing to the approximations,

σ2, σf,2 ≈ 1. Evidently,

rs,2 ≈ Vs,2e2 (57)

is a funtion of D. Sine Y1rs,1 + Y2rs,2 = D, we onlude that

rs,1 =
D − Y2rs,2

Y1
, (58)

and

x1 =
rs,1
kx,1

, e1 =
Ve,1

D + ke,1

x1
Ke,1 + x1

, (59)

are also funtions of D.

Sine rs,1 and rs,2 are ompletely determined by D, the urves representing

the spei� substrate uptake rates at various feed ompositions must ollapse

into a single urve. This onlusion is onsistent with the data for growth of H.

polymorpha on gluose + methanol (Figs. 16,d). Indeed, simulations of the
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Table 2

Parameter values used to simulate the growth of H. polymorpha on mixtures of

gluose (S1) and methanol (S2). The yields are based on experimental measure-

ments (Egli et al, 1986). The remaining parameters, whih have not been mea-

sured experimentally, are based on order-of-magnitude estimates obtained from well-

haraterized systems, suh as the la operon (Shoemaker et al, 2003, Appendix A)

i Yi Vs,i (h
−1
) Ks,i (g L

−1
) kx,i (h

−1
) Ve,i (h

−1
) Ke,i ke,i (h

−1
)

1 0.55 103 10−2 103 9× 10−4 7× 10−4
0.05

2 0.38 103 10−2 103 3× 10−4 6× 10−4
0.05

model, performed with the parameter values in Table 2, are in good agreement

with the data, with the exeption of two minor disrepanies (Figs. 16a,b). The

spei� uptake rates of gluose orresponding to 77%, and 62% methanol in

the feed are disrepant for D & 0.25 h−1
(urves labeled � and ♦ in Fig. 16).

Likewise, the single-substrate spei� uptake rate of methanol deviates from

the model predition when D & 0.15 h−1
(urve labeled△ in Fig. 16d). Under

these exeptional onditions, the residual methanol onentrations are so high

that toxi e�ets arise, thus reduing the yields on gluose and methanol. The

observed spei� uptake rates are therefore higher than the predited rates.

Eqs. (56)�(57) imply that at su�iently high dilution rates, e2 and rs,2 de-

rease with D until they beome zero at D = Dt,2 (Fig. 17b). Consequently,

rs,1 and e1 inrease with D to ensure that the total spei� growth rate re-

mains equal to D (Fig. 17a). Both onlusions are onsistent with the data for

growth of H. polymorpha on gluose + methanol. The ativities of the gluose

enzymes, hexokinase and 6-phosphogluonate dehydrogenase, inrease with D
(Fig. 17), while the ativity of the methanol enzyme, formaldehyde dehydro-

genase, dereases with D (Fig. 17d).

Sine rs,1 and e1 are funtions of D, so is

σ1 =
rs,1
Vs,1e1

. (60)

In fat, the only variables that depend on the feed onentrations are the ell

density and the onentration of S2. To see this, it su�es to observe that

eq. (43) yields

c =
D(sf,1 − s1)

rs,1
≈

(
D

rs,1

)
sf,1, (61)

sf,2 − s2 =
rs,2c

D
≈

(
rs,2
rs,1

)
sf,1, (62)

where the terms in parentheses are funtions of D. As expeted, c inreases
linearly with sf,1 beause growth is limited by S1 only. Fig. 18 shows that

numerial simulations of the model with the parameter values in Table 2 are
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Figure 17. Variation of the peripheral enzyme levels for gluose and methanol. Up-

per panel: Model simulations. The arrows point in the diretion of inreasing S2 in

the feed. The full lines show the spei� uptake rates predited by numerial simu-

lations of the model. The dashed lines show the enzyme levels predited by eqs. (53)

and (56), (59). Lower panel: Ativities of () the gluose enzymes, hexokinase

and 6-phoshogluonate dehydrogenase (6PGDH), and (d) the methanol enzyme,

formaldehyde dehydrogenase, during mixed-substrate growth of H. polymorpha on

3 g L

−1
gluose and 2 g L

−1
methanol (Egli et al., 1982a, Fig. 4).

in good agreement with the data for growth of H. polymorpha on gluose +

methanol (Fig. 4).

3.3.2.5 The pathed limiting solutions approximate the exat so-

lution Taken together, the two approximate solutions orresponding to low

and high dilution rates oinide with the (exat) numerial solution at all dilu-

tion rates, exept in a small neighborhood of the dilution rate at whih the two

approximate solutions interset (ompare the dashed and full lines in Figs. 16�

18). This remarkable agreement between the approximate and exat solution

obtains beause as D inreases, s2 hanges from subsaturating to saturating

levels so rapidly that the hange is, for all pratial purposes, disontinuous.

The swithing dilution rate, Ds,2, provides a good approximation to the dilu-

tion rate at whih this near-disontinuous hange ours. The model therefore

provides expliit formulas that approximate the spei� uptake rates, sub-

strate onentrations, ell density, and enzyme levels at all dilution rates and
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Figure 18. The model simulations are in good agreement with the data for growth

of H. polymorpha on gluose + methanol shown in Fig. 4. The arrows point in the

diretion of inreasing S2 in the feed. The full lines show the substrate onentrations

and ell density predited by numerial simulations of the model. The dashed lines

show the substrate onentrations and ell density predited by eqs. (50), (54) and

(60)�(62).

saturating feed onentrations. The approximate solutions orresponding to

low and high dilution rates are valid for D < Ds,2 and D > Ds,2, respetively.

3.3.2.6 Egli's transition dilution rate di�ers from our transition

dilution rate There is an important di�erene between the transition di-

lution rates de�ned by Egli and us. In our model, Dt,2 is the dilution rate

at whih e2, the ativity of methanol enzymes beomes zero. This transition

dilution rate, de�ned by eq. (42), inreases with the feed onentration of

methanol. However, at the saturating feed onentrations used in the exper-

iments, it is essentially independent of the feed onentration. On the other

hand, Egli de�ned the transition dilution rate empirially as the dilution rate

at whih the residual methanol onentration ahieved a su�iently high level

(e.g., half the feed onentration of methanol). The mathematial orrelate of

this empirially de�ned transition dilution rate is the swithing dilution rate,

Ds,2 (at whih s2 swithes from subsaturating to saturating levels). Consistent

with Egli's observations, Ds,2 dereases with the fration of methanol in the

feed. Indeed, (55) yields

β2 = Y2Vs,2K̄e,2
Dt,2 −Ds,2

Ds,2(Ds,2 + ke,2)
,

where Dt,2 is essentially onstant at saturating feed onentrations. It follows

that Ds,2 is a dereasing funtion of β2, and, hene, ψ2. Moreover, in the

limiting ases of feeds onsisting of almost pure methanol (β2 ≈ 1) and pure

gluose (β2 ≈ 0), the swithing dilution rate, Ds,2, tends to Dc,2 and Dt,2,

respetively.
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(a) (b)

Figure 19. Yields on the substrates during growth of H. polymorpha and C. boi-

dinii on gluose + methanol. (a) The yield on methanol is nearly onstant at al-

most all feed onentrations (Egli et al., 1982b, Fig. 4). The dilution rate is �xed

at ∼0.15 h

−1
. (b) In H. polymorpha, the yield on gluose dereases ∼20% in the

presene of high methanol onentrations (Egli et al., 1982a, Fig. 3).

4 Disussion

We have shown above that a simple model aounting for only indution and

growth aptures the experimental data under a wide variety of onditions.

This does not prove that the model is orret unless the underlying meh-

anism is onsistent with experiments. Now, the model is based on following

3 assumptions. (a) The yield of biomass on a substrate is onstant. (b) The

indution rate follows hyperboli kinetis, and regulatory mehanisms have a

negligible e�et on the indution rate. () Eah substrate is transported by a

unique system of lumped peripheral enzymes. In what follows, we disuss the

validity of these assumptions.

4.1 Constant yields

Both diret and indiret evidene show that in many ases, the yield is, for

the most part, onstant.

Indiret evidene is obtained from experiments in whih the spei� growth

and substrate uptake rates were measured during mixed-substrate growth at

various dilution rates and feed onentrations. Given these rates, eq. (12) an

be satis�ed by in�nitely many Y1 and Y2. It is therefore striking that in all these
experiments, (12) is satis�ed by the single-substrate yields on the two sub-

strates. These inlude growth of E. oli on various sugars (Lendenmann et al.,

1996; Smith and Atkinson, 1980), organi aids (Narang et al., 1997), glu-

ose + 3-phenylpropioni aid (Kovarova et al., 1997); growth of Chelaba-

ter heintzii on gluose + nitrilotriaeti aid (Bally et al., 1994); and growth

of methylotrophi yeasts on methanol + gluose (Fig. 13) and methanol +
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sorbitol (Eggeling and Sahm, 1981).

Diret evidene is obtained from experiments in whih at least one of the

yields was measured by using radioatively labeled substrates (Fig. 19). These

measurements show that the yield on a substrate remains essentially equal to

the single-substrate yield, exept when toxi e�ets arise, or the fration of

the substrate in the feed is below ∼10% (Rudolph and Grady, 2001).

4.2 Indution kinetis

The indution kinetis and regulatory mehanisms an in�uene the behavior

of the model. Spei�ally, if the indution kinetis are sigmoidal, multiple sta-

ble steady states arise, resulting in the manifestation of the maintenane or

pre-indution e�et (Narang, 1998a; Narang and Pilyugin, 2007b). Likewise,

introdution of regulatory e�ets in the model will alter its quantitative pre-

ditions (although the analysis of the data for the la operon shows that regu-

latory e�ets play a minor role). However, the essential property of the model,

namely, the ompetitive (Lotka-Volterra) interation between the enzymes, is

una�eted by these hanges � the model still predits the existene of ex-

tintion and oexistene steady states obtained with the minimal model (see

Setion 4.1 of Narang and Pilyugin, 2007a).

4.3 Transport kinetis

Many substrates are imported into the ell by two (or more) transport sys-

tems (Fereni, 1996, Table 1). In general, these transport systems dominate

substrate import at di�erent substrate onentrations. For instane, galatose

is transported by the low-a�nity galatose permease under substrate-exess

onditions, and the high-a�nity methylgalatosidase system under substrate-

limiting onditions (Weikert and Adhya, 1993). If these transport systems

dominate in distint regimes of the dilution rate, they are unlikely to have

a signi�ant e�et on the model. However, if the two regimes overlap, it is

di�ult to predit the outome without analyzing a suitably extended model.

This will be the fous of future work.

Lumping of peripheral enzymes has a profound e�et if the induer is syn-

thesized and onsumed by oordinately expressed enzymes. Following Sav-

ageau, we illustrate this point by appealing to the la operon (Savageau, 2001,

Fig. 10). It turns out that the onentration of the induer, allolatose, is om-

pletely determined by the onentration of intraellular latose. Moreover, the
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dynamis of intraellular latose, denoted x, are given by the equation

dx

dt
= Vsep

s

Ks + s
− kxebx− rgx,

where s denotes extraellular latose, ep denotes permease, and eb denotes

β-galatosidase. Sine permease and β-galatosidase are enoded by the same

operon, intuition suggests that they must be oordinately expressed, i.e.,

ep = eb. It follows that the quasisteady state onentration of intraellular

latose, x ≈ (Vs/kx)s/(Ks+s), is independent of the enzyme level. Thus, pos-

itive feedbak, a key omponent of the model disappears if the induer (or its

preursor) is synthesized by oordinately expressed enzymes. Under this on-

dition, the positive feedbak generated by one of the enzymes (e.g., permease)

is neutralized by the other enzyme (e.g., β-galatosidase).

The relative rates of permease and β-galatosidase expression are not known,

but there is good evidene that galatosidase and transaetylase are not ex-

pressed oordinately (reviewed in Adhya, 2003). Indeed, Ullmann and owork-

ers have shown that the higher the protein synthesis rate, the higher the rela-

tive rate of transaetylase synthesis (Danhin et al., 1981). Furthermore, this

unoupling ours at the level of transription, and involves the transription

termination fator, Rho (Guidi-Rontani et al., 1984). It seems likely that per-

mease and β-galatosidase are also unoupled, but this remains a hypothesis

until diret evidene is obtained.

5 Conlusions

We formulated a minimal model of mixed-substrate growth that aounts for

only indution and growth (but no regulation), the two proesses that our

in all mirobes inluding bateria and yeasts.

(1) Quantitative analysis of the data for both bateria and yeasts shows that

the deline of the enzyme ativities in onstitutive and wild-type ells,

typially attributed to spei� regulatory mehanisms, is almost entirely

due to dilution.

(2) We analyzed the model by onstruting the bifuration diagrams for both

bath and ontinuous ultures.

(a) The bifuration diagram for bath ultures desribes the substrate

onsumption patterns at any given initial substrate onentrations.

It shows that: (i) When the initial onentrations of one or more

substrates are su�iently small, threshold e�ets arise beause the

enzymes annot be indued. (ii) Even if the initial onentrations of

both substrates are at supra-threshold levels, indution of the en-

zymes for one of the substrates may not our beause of dilution.
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Thus, diauxi growth is feasible even if there are no regulatory meh-

anisms. () The substrate onsumption pattern an be swithed from

sequential to simultaneous (or vie versa) by altering the initial sub-

strate onentrations. All these onlusions are onsistent with the

data in the literature.

(b) The bifuration diagram for ontinuous ultures, whih desribes the

substrate onsumption patterns at any given dilution rate and feed

onentrations, is formally idential to the bifuration diagram for

bath ultures. This gives a preise mathematial basis for the well-

known empirial orrelation between the growth patterns in bath

and ontinuous ultures. Spei�ally, substrates that are simultane-

ously onsumed in substrate-exess bath ultures are onsumed si-

multaneously in ontinuous ultures at all dilution rates up to washout.

However, substrates that are sequentially onsumed in substrate-

exess bath ultures are onsumed simultaneously in ontinuous ul-

tures only if the dilution rate is su�iently small � at large dilution

rates, only the preferred substrate is onsumed. This swith ours

preisely at the so-alled transition dilution rate beause synthesis of

the seondary substrate enzymes is abolished by dilution. The tran-

sition dilution rate is signi�antly higher the maximum growth rate

on the seondary substrate. This �enhaned growth e�et� ours be-

ause the enzyme levels are positive at the ritial dilution rate of

the seondary substrate � they beome vanishingly small only if the

ells are subjeted to even higher dilution rates.

(3) At the saturating feed onentrations typially used in experiments, the

physiologial steady states are ompletely determined by only two inde-

pendent parameters, the dilution rate and the mass fration of the sub-

strate in the feed. We derived analytial expressions for the steady state

values of the substrates, ell density, and enzymes that provide good �ts

to the extensive data for the growth of methylotrophi yeasts on gluose

and methanol.
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A Bifuration diagram for bath ultures

A.1 Conditions for existene and stability of the steady states

The steady states that an be attained during the �rst few hours of bath

growth are given by the equations

0 =
de1
dt

= Ve,1
e1σ0,1

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
− (Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 + ke,1) e1, (A.1)

0 =
de2
dt

= Ve,2
e2σ0,2

K̄e,2 + e2σ0,2
− (Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 + ke,2) e2. (A.2)
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The Jaobian has the form

J(e1, e2) =




J11 −Y2Vs,2e1σ0,2

−Y1Vs,1e2σ0,1 J22


 , (A.3)

where

J11 ≡ Ve,1
K̄e,1σ0,1(

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
)2 − 2Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 − Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 − ke,1, (A.4)

J22 ≡ Ve,2
K̄e,2σ0,2(

K̄e,2 + e2σ0,2
)2 − Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 − 2Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 − ke,2. (A.5)

In what follows, we derive the existene and stability onditions for eah of

the 4 steady states.

(1) E00 (e1 = 0, e2 = 0): It is evident from (A.1)�(A.2) that this steady

always exists. Sine

J(E00) =




Ve,1σ0,1

K̄e,1
− ke,1 0

0 Ve,2σ0,2

K̄e,2
− ke,2


 ,

E00 is stable if and only if

r∗g,i ≡
Ve,iσ0,i
K̄e,i

− ke,i < 0 ⇔ σ0,i < σ∗

i ≡
ke,i

Ve,i/K̄e,i

for i = 1, 2.
(2) E10 (e1 > 0, e2 = 0): This steady state exists if and only if the equation

Ve,1
σ0,1

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
= Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + ke,1 (A.6)

has a positive solution, e1 > 0. Suh a solution exists preisely when

r∗g,1 > 0 ⇔ σ0,1 > σ∗

1,

in whih ase

e1|E10
=

−
(
K̄e,1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1

)
+

√(
K̄e,1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1

)2
+

4K̄e,1r
∗

g,1

Y1Vs,1

2σ0,1
,

rg,1 = Y1Vs,1
−
(
K̄e,1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1

)
+

√(
K̄e,1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1

)2
+

4K̄e,1r
∗

g,1

Y1Vs,1

2
, (A.7)
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where rg,1 ≡ Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1|E10
is the exponential growth rate at E10.

To determine the stability onditions, observe that

J(E10) =



J11 −Y2Vs,2e1σ0,2

0 J22


 ,

where

J11 = Ve,1
K̄e,1σ0,1(

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
)2 − 2Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 − ke,1,

J22 = Ve,2
σ0,2
K̄e,2

− Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 − ke,2.

Now, J11 is always negative beause (A.6) implies that at E10,

Ve,1
K̄e,1σ0,1(

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
)2 =

K̄e,1

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
(Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + ke,1) ,

so that

J11 = − (Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + ke,1)
e1σ0,1

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
− Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 < 0.

Hene, E10 is stable if and only if

J22 < 0 ⇔ Ve,2
σ0,2
K̄e,2

< Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1|E10
+ ke,2,

⇔ r∗g,2 < rg,1.

(3) E01 (e1 = 0, e2 > 0): Arguments similar to those used above for E10 show

that E01 exists if and only if

r∗g,2 > 0 ⇔ σ0,2 > σ∗

2,

in whih ase

e2|E01
=

−
(
K̄e,2 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2

)
+

√(
K̄e,2 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2

)2
+

4K̄e,2r
∗

g,2

Y2Vs,2

2σ0,2
,

rmaxg,2 = Y2Vs,2
−
(
K̄e,2 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2

)
+

√(
K̄e,2 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2

)2
+

4K̄e,2r
∗

g,2

Y2Vs,2

2
, (A.8)

where rg,2 ≡ Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2|E01
is the exponential growth rate at E01.
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(4) E11 (e1 > 0, e2 > 0): This steady state exists if and only if the equations

0 = Ve,1
σ0,1

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
− (Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 + ke,1) , (A.9)

0 = Ve,2
σ0,2

K̄e,2 + e2σ0,2
− (Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 + ke,2) , (A.10)

have positive solutions, e1, e2 > 0. The onditions for suh solutions an

be determined by eliminating one of the variables, e1, e2, from the above

equations. To this end, observe that eqs. (A.9)�(A.10) imply the relation

Ve,1
σ0,1

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
− ke,1 = Ve,2

σ0,2
K̄e,2 + e2σ0,2

− ke,2. (A.11)

Hene, we an eliminate e2 from (A.9)�(A.10) by solving (A.11) for e2,
and substituting it in (A.9) to obtain the equation

Ve,1
σ0,1

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
− ke,1 = Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + Y2Vs,2

Ve,2σ0,2
Ve,1

σ0,1

K̄e,1+σ0,1
− ke,1 + ke,2

− Y2Vs,2K̄e,2,

whih has a (unique) positive solution, e1 > 0, if and only if

Ve,1σ0,1
K̄e,1

− ke,1 > Y2Vs,2
Ve,2σ0,1(

Ve,1σ0,1

K̄e,1
− ke,1

)
+ ke,2

− Y2Vs,2K̄e,2.

One an hek that this is equivalent to the ondition

r∗g,1 ≡
Ve,1σ0,1
K̄e,1

− ke,1 > Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2|E01
≡ rg,2,

i.e., E10 is unstable.

Similarly, eliminating e1 from (A.9)-(A.10) yields

Ve,2
σ0,2

K̄e,1 + e2σ0,2
− ke,2 = Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 + Y1Vs,1

Ve,1σ0,1
Ve,2

σ0,2

K̄e,2+σ0,2
− ke,2 + ke,1

− Y1Vs,1K̄e,1,

whih has a positive solution, e2 > 0, if and only if E10 is unstable. We

onlude that E11 exists and is unique if and only if both E10 and E01

(exist and) are unstable.

To determine the stability ondition, observe that (A.9) implies

Ve,1
K̄e,1σ0,1(

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
)2 = (Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 + ke,1)

K̄e,1

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
.
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Hene,

J11 = (Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 + ke,1)
K̄e,1

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
− 2Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 − Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 − ke,2,

= − (Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 + ke,1)
e1σ0,1

K̄e,1 + e1σ0,1
− Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1,

and similarly,

J22 = − (Y1Vs,1e1σ0,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2 + ke,1)
e2σ0,2

K̄e,2 + e2σ0,2
− Y2Vs,2e2σ0,2.

It follows immediately that tr J < 0 and det J > 0. Hene, E11 is stable

whenever it exists.

A.2 Relative magnitudes of rg,i and r
∗

g,i

The exponential growth rate on Si, rg,i(σ0,i), is always less than r
∗

g,i(σ0,i), the
spei� growth rate at whih Ei beomes extint. To see this, observe that

(A.7)�(A.8) an be rewritten as

r∗g,i =

(
1 +

ke,i
YiVs,iK̄e,i

)
rg,i +

(
1

YiVs,iK̄e,i

)
r2g,i, (A.12)

whih implies that

rg,i ≤ r∗g,i,

with equality being attained when σi = σ∗

i , in whih ase, rg,i = r∗g,i = 0.

A.3 Disposition of the bifuration urves

The lower (blue) bifuration urve in Fig. 9 is de�ned by the ondition

rg,1 = r∗g,2. (A.13)

Sine

r∗g,1 =

(
1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

)
rg,1 +

(
1

Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

)
r2g,1, (A.14)

the bifuration urve de�ned by (A.13) satis�es the equation

r∗g,1 =

(
1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

)
r∗g,2 +

1

Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

(
r∗g,2

)2
,
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obtained from (A.14) by replaing rg,1 with r
∗

g,2. Substituting the de�nition of

r∗g,i into the above equation yields

Ve,1
K̄e,1

(σ0,1 − σ∗

1) =

(
1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

)[
Ve,2
K̄e,2

(σ0,2 − σ∗

2)

]

+
1

Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

[
Ve,2
K̄e,2

(σ0,2 − σ∗

2)

]2
,

whih de�nes an inreasing urve on the σ0,1, σ0,2-plane passing through the

point (σ∗

1, σ
∗

2). Moreover, sine the points on this urve satisfy the relation

Ve,1
K̄e,1

(σ0,1 − σ∗

1) >
Ve,2
K̄e,2

(σ0,2 − σ∗

2) ,

they never go above the line

Ve,1
K̄e,1

(σ0,1 − σ∗

1) =
Ve,2
K̄e,2

(σ0,2 − σ∗

2) . (A.15)

A similar argument shows that the upper (red) bifuration urve in Fig. 9,

whih is de�ned by the equation

rg,2 = r∗g,1, (A.16)

satis�es the relation

Ve,2
K̄e,2

(σ0,2 − σ∗

2) =

(
1 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2K̄e,2

)[
Ve,1
K̄e,1

(σ0,2 − σ∗

1)

]

+
1

Y2Vs,2K̄e,12

[
Ve,1
K̄e,1

(σ0,1 − σ∗

1)

]2
.

This relation also de�nes an inreasing urve passing through (σ∗

1 , σ
∗

2), but the
urve never goes below the line de�ned by (A.15) beause

Ve,2
K̄e,2

(σ0,2 − σ∗

2) >
Ve,1
K̄e,1

(σ0,1 − σ∗

1) .

Hene, the urve de�ned by (A.16) always lies above the urve de�ned by

(A.13).

Finally, we note that as the two bifuration urves approah the point, (σ∗

1 , σ
∗

2),
they are approximated by the lines

Ve,1
K̄e,1

(σ0,1 − σ∗

1) ≈

(
1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

)[
Ve,2
K̄e,2

(σ0,2 − σ∗

2)

]
,

Ve,2
K̄e,2

(σ0,2 − σ∗

2) ≈

(
1 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2K̄e,2

)[
Ve,1
K̄e,1

(σ0,1 − σ∗

1)

]
,
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whih almost oinide with the line de�ned by (A.15) beause ke,i ≪ YiVs,iK̄e,i.

Thus, for typial parameter values, the urves have the quasiusp-shaped ge-

ometry shown in Fig. 9.

B Bifuration diagram for ontinuous ultures

The steady states of ontinuous ultures satisfy the equations

0 =
ds1
dt

= D (sf,1 − s1)− rs,1c, (B.1)

0 =
ds2
dt

= D (sf,2 − s1)− rs,2c, (B.2)

0 =
dc

dt
= (rg −D) c, (B.3)

0 =
de1
dt

= R1 ≡ Ve,1
e1σ1

K̄e,1 + e1σ1
− (rg + ke,1) e1, (B.4)

0 =
de2
dt

= R2 ≡ Ve,2
e2σ2

K̄e,2 + e2σ2
− (rg + ke,2) e2, (B.5)

where rg = Y1rs,1 + Y2rs,2. The Jaobian is

J =




−D − c∂rs,1
∂s1

0 −rs,1 −c∂rs,1
∂e1

0

0 −D − c∂rs,2
∂s2

−rs,2 0 −c∂rs,2
∂e21

c∂rg
∂s1

c∂rg
∂s2

rg −D c∂rg
∂e1

c∂rg
∂e2

∂R1

∂s1

∂R1

∂s2
0 ∂R1

∂e1

∂R1

∂e2

∂R2

∂s1

∂R2

∂s2
0 ∂R2

∂e1

∂R2

∂e2




(B.6)

We begin by onsidering the washout steady states (c = 0), sine the existene
and stability onditions for these steady states follow immediately from the

foregoing analysis of bath ultures.

B.1 Existene and stability of washout steady states

At a washout steady state, c = 0, s1 = sf,1, s2 = sf,2. Suh a steady state

exists if and only if there exist e1, e2 > 0 satisfying the equations

0 =
de1
dt

= Ve,1
e1σf,1

K̄e,1 + e1σf,1
− (Y1Vs,1e1σf,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σf,2 + ke,1) e1,

0 =
de2
dt

= Ve,2
e2σf,2

K̄e,2 + e2σf,2
− (Y1Vs,1e1σf,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σf,2 + ke,2) e2,
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whih are formally similar to eqs. (A.1)�(A.2), the only di�erene being that

σ0,i is replaed by σf,i.

It follows from (B.6) that the Jaobian at a washout steady steady is

J =




−D 0 −rs,1 0 0

0 −D −rs,2 0 0

0 0 rg −D 0 0

∂R1

∂s1

∂R1

∂s2
0 ∂R1

∂e1

∂R1

∂e2

∂R2

∂s1

∂R2

∂s2
0 ∂R2

∂e1

∂R2

∂e2




.

Thus, a washout steady state is stable if and only if at this steady state,

rg < D, and the submatrix

R ≡




∂R1

∂e1

∂R1

∂e2

∂R2

∂e1

∂R2

∂e2




has negative eigenvalues. This submatrix is formally similar to the matrix

de�ned by eqs. (A.3)�(A.5), the only di�erene being that σ0,i is replaed by

σf,i.

Given the above results, we expet the existene and stability onditions for

the washout steady states, E000, E100, E010, E110, to be formally similar to the

existene and stability onditions for the orresponding bath ulture steady

states, namely, E00, E10, E01, and E11. We show below that this is indeed the

ase.

(1) E000 (e1 = 0, e2 = 0, c = 0): It is evident that this steady state al-

ways exists. Sine rg|E000
= 0 < D, E000 is stable if and only if R(E000)

has negative eigenvalues. Sine R(E000) is formally similar to J(E00), we
onlude that E000 is stable if and only if

Dt,i ≡
Ve,iσf,i
K̄e,i

− ke,i < 0 ⇔ σf,i < σ∗

i ≡
ke,i

Ve,i/Ke,i

(B.7)

for i = 1, 2.
(2) E100 (e1 > 0, e2 = 0, c = 0): This steady state exists if and only if

Ve,1
σf,1

K̄e,1 + e1σf,1
= Y1Vs,1e1σf,1 + ke,1 (B.8)

whih is formally similar to eq. (A.6). It follows that E100 exists if and

only if

Dt,1 > 0 ⇔ σf,1 > σ∗

1,
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in whih ase

e1|E100
=

−
(
K̄e,1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1

)
+

√(
K̄e,1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1

)2
+ 4Ke,1Dt,1

Y1Vs,1

2σf,1
,

Dc,1 = Y1Vs,1
−
(
K̄e,1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1

)
+

√(
K̄e,1 +

ke,1
Y1Vs,1

)2
+ 4Ke,1Dt,1

Y1Vs,1

2
, (B.9)

where Dc,1 ≡ rg|E100
= Y1Vs,1e1σ1|E100

is the ritial dilution rate during

single-substrate growth on S1.

E100 is stable if and only if D > Dc,1 and Dt,2 < Dc,1, where the latter

relation ensures that the submatrix, R(E100), whih is formally similar to

J(E10), has negative eigenvalues. In the partiular ase of single-substrate
growth on S1, the seond stability ondition is always satis�ed (Dt,2 =
−ke,2 < 0 < Dc,1), so that E100 is stable whenever D > Dc,1.

(3) E010 (e1 = 0, e2 > 0, c = 0): Arguments similar to those used above for

E100 show that E010 exists if and only if

Dt,2 > 0 ⇔ σf,2 > σ∗

2,

in whih ase

e2|E010
=

−
(
K̄e,2 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2

)
+

√(
K̄e,2 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2

)2
+ 4Ke,2Dt,2

Y2Vs,2

2σf,2
,

Dc,2 = Y2Vs,2
−
(
K̄e,2 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2

)
+

√(
K̄e,2 +

ke,2
Y2Vs,2

)2
+ 4Ke,2Dt,2

Y2Vs,2

2
, (B.10)

where Dc,2 ≡ rg|E010
= Y2Vs,2e2σ2|E010

is the ritial dilution rate during

single-substrate growth on S2. It is stable if and only if D > Dc,2 and

Dt,1 < Dc,2.

(4) E110 (e1 = 0, e2 > 0, c > 0): This steady state exists if and only if the

equations

0 = Ve,1
σf,1

K̄e,1 + e1σf,1
− (Y1Vs,1e1σf,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σf,2 + ke,1) , (B.11)

0 = Ve,2
σf,2

K̄e,2 + e2σf,2
− (Y1Vs,1e1σf,1 + Y2Vs,2e2σf,2 + ke,2) , (B.12)

have positive solutions. These equations are formally similar to eqs. (A.9)�

(A.10). Hene, E110 exists and is unique if and only if

0 < Dt,2 < Dc,1, 0 < Dt,1 < Dc,2.

Sine R(E110) is formally similar to J(E11), the eigenvalues of R(E110)
are always negative. It follows that E110 is stable if and only if

D > Dc ≡ rg|E110
= Y1Vs,1e1σ1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ2|E110

.
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We annot solve expliitly for Dc, but its properties an be inferred from

an impliit representation, whih an be derived as follows. At E110, the

steady state enzyme balanes imply that

Ve,i
σf,i

K̄e,i + e1σf,i
= Dc + ke,1 ⇔ eiσf,i =

Ve,i
Dc + ke,i

− K̄e,i

⇔ eiσf,i =
K̄e,i

Dc + ke,i
(Dt,i −Dc) .

Hene, Dc satis�es the equation

Dc =
Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

Dc + ke,1
(Dt,1 −Dc) +

Y2Vs,2K̄e,2

Dc + ke,2
(Dt,2 −Dc) . (B.13)

We shall appeal to this equation below.

Before proeeding to the persistene steady states, we pause to onsider the

geometry and disposition of the surfaes.

B.1.1 Geometry and disposition of the surfaes of Dt,i(σf,i) and Dc,i(σf,i):

The geometry and disposition of the surfaes of Dc,i and Dt,i follow from

arguments similar to those used above in the analysis of bath ultures. Indeed,

(B.9)�(B.10) imply that

Dt,i =

(
1 +

ke,i
Y1Vs,iK̄e,i

)
Dc,i +

(
1

YiVs,iK̄e,i

)
D2

c,i,

whih is formally similar to (A.12). It follows that Dt,i ≥ Dc,i, and the bifura-

tion urves de�ned by the equations, Dt,2 = Dc,1 and Dt,1 = Dc,2, are idential

to the bifuration urves in Fig. 9, the only di�erene being that they lie on

the σf,1, σf,2-plane (as opposed to the σ0,1, σ0,2-plane).

B.1.2 Geometry and disposition of the surfae of Dc(σf,1, σf,2)

The surfae of Dt,1 intersets the surfaes of both Dc and Dc,2 along the very

same urves. Indeed, it follows from (B.13) that Dt,1 intersets the surfaes of

Dc and Dt,1 along the urve

Dt,1 =
Y2Vs,2K̄e,2

Dt,1 + ke,2
(Dt,2 −Dt,1) ,

whih is idential to the equation de�ning the urve, Dt,1 = Dc,2. A similar

argument shows that the surfae of Dt,2 intersets the surfaes of Dc and Dc,1

along the same urve.
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Di�erentiation of (B.13) yields

∂Dc

∂σf,i
=

YiVs,iVe,i

D+ke,i

1 + Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

(D+ke,1)2
+ Y2Vs,2K̄e,2

(D+ke,2)2

> 0.

This immediately implies that the magnitude ofDc (relative to the magnitudes

of Dt,i and Dc,i) is as shown in Fig. 12.

B.2 Persistene steady states

There are three persistene steady states.

B.2.1 E101 (e1 > 0, e2 = 0, c > 0)

This steady state exists if and only if the equations

0 = D(sf,1 − s1)− Vs,1e1σ1c, (B.14)

0 = Ve,1
σ1

K̄e,1 + e1σ1
− (Y1Vs,1e1σ1 + ke,1) , (B.15)

0 = Y1Vs,1e1σ1 −D. (B.16)

have positive solutions. These equations an be expliitly solved for s1, e1, and
c. Indeed, (B.16) implies that

σ1 =
D

Y1Vs,1e1
,

whih an be substituted in (B.14)�(B.15) to obtain

c = Y1(sf,1 − s1), (B.17)

e1 =
Ve,1

D + ke,1

D

Y1Vs,1K̄e,1 +D
, (B.18)

σ1 =
D

Y1Vs,1e1
=

1

Y1Vs,1Ve,1
(D + ke,1)

(
D + Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

)
. (B.19)

Now, e1 > 0 for all D > 0, and c > 0 whenever s1 < sf,1. Hene, E101 exists if

and only if (B.19) has a solution satisfying 0 < σ1 < σf,1. It follows from the

graph of σ1 (Fig. B.1a) that suh a solution exists if and only if

σf,1 > σ∗

1 , 0 < D < Dc,1.

Here, Dc,1 satis�es the relation

σf,1 ==
1

Y1Vs,1Ve,1
(Dc,1 + ke,1)

(
Dc,1 + Y1Vs,1K̄e,1

)
,
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Figure B.1. (a) The residual substrate onentration at E101 satis�es the relation,

0 < σ1 < σf,1, preisely when σf,1 > σ∗

1 and 0 < D < Dc,1. (b) Graphial depition

of the onditions for existene of E111.

whih has the positive solution given by (B.9).

To determine the stability of E101, observe that the Jaobian is similar to the

matrix 


−c∂rs,1
∂s1

−c∂rs,1
∂e1

−rs,1 0 Y2rs,1

∂R1

∂s1

∂R1

∂e1
0 ∂R1

∂e2

∂R1

∂s2

0 0 −D 0 0

0 0 0 ∂R2

∂e2
0

0 0 0 −c∂rs,2
∂e2

−D




,

whih represents the Jaobian of the new system of equations obtained if we

make the linear oordinate hange

{s1, s2, e1, e2, c} −→ {s1, e1, Y1s1 + Y1s2 + c, e2, s2} .

It follows that E101 is stable if and only if ∂R2/∂e2 < 0 and the submatrix



−c∂rs,1

∂s1
−c∂rs,1

∂e1

∂R1

∂s1

∂R1

∂e1




has negative eigenvalues. One an hek that thi submatrix always has negative

eigenvalues, and

∂R2

∂e2
=
Ve,2σf,2
K̄e,2

−D − ke,2 = Dt,2 −D,

so that E101 is stable if and only if

D > Dt,2. (B.20)
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In the partiular ase of single-substrate growth on S1, this ondition is always

satis�ed, so that E101 is stable whenever it exists.

B.2.2 E011 (e1 = 0, e2 > 0, c > 0)

The existene and stability onditions for E011 an be derived by methods

analogous to those shown above for E101.

B.2.3 E111 (e1 > 0, e2 > 0, c > 0)

This steady state exists if and only if the equations

0 =D(sf,1 − s1)− Vs,1e1σ1c (B.21)

0 =D(sf,2 − s2)− Vs,2e2σ2c (B.22)

0 =Ve,1
σ1

K̄e,1 + e1σ1
− (Y1Vs,1e1σ1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ2 + ke,1) (B.23)

0 =Ve,2
σ2

K̄e,2 + e2σ2
− (Y1Vs,1e1σ1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ2 + ke,2) (B.24)

0 =Y1Vs,1e1σ1 + Y2Vs,2e2σ2 −D (B.25)

have positive solutions, si, ei, c > 0. It follows from (B.21)�(B.22) that c > 0
if and only if si < sf,i.

To prove the existene onditions, it is useful to simplify the above equations.

To this end, observe that c an be eliminated from eqs. (B.21)�(B.22) to obtain

the relation

Vs,2e2σ2 (sf,1 − s1) = Vs,1e1σ1 (sf,2 − s2) , (B.26)

and eqs. (B.23)�(B.25) immediately yield

ei =
Ve,i

D + ke,i
−
K̄e,i

σi
, i = i, 2, (B.27)

We onlude that E111 exists if and only there exist 0 < si < sf,i, ei > 0
satisfying (B.25)�(B.27). We show below that suh si and ei exist if and only

if 0 < D < Dt,1, Dt,2, Dc.

To prove the su�ieny of the ondition, 0 < D < Dt,1, Dt,2, Dc, substitute

(B.27) in (B.25) and (B.26) to obtain the equations

0 = f1(σ1, σ2) ≡
σ1
σ1

+
σ2
σ2

= 1, (B.28)

0 = f2(σ1, σ2) ≡
Vs,1Ve,1
D + ke,1

(σ1 − σ1) (sf,2 − s2)−
Vs,2Ve,2
D + ke,2

(σ2 − σ2) (sf,1 − s1) ,

(B.29)
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where

σi ≡
1

YiVs,iK̄e,i

(D + ke,i)
(
D + Y1Vs,1K̄e,1 + Y2Vs,2K̄e,2

)
,

σi ≡ (D + ke,i)
K̄e,i

Ve,i
.

Now, (B.28) de�nes a line on the σ1, σ2-plane with the interepts, σ1 and σ2

(full line in Fig. B.1b). As D inreases, it moves further from the origin, and

passes through the point, (σf,1, σf,2), preisely when D = Dc. On the other

hand, (B.29) de�nes a urve whih has the geometry of the dashed urve in

Fig. B.1b. To see this, observe that (σ1, σ2) and (σf,1, σf,2) lie on the urve.

Moreover, (σ1, σ2) lies to the left and below (σf,1, σf,2) beause

D < Dt,i =
Ve,iσf,i
K̄e,i

− ke,i ⇔ σi < σf,i,

and the slope of the urve is positive sine

−
∂f1/∂σ1
∂f1/∂σ2

=

Vs,1Ve,2

D+ke,2

ds1
dσ1

(σ2 − σ2) +
Vs,2Ve,1

D+ke,1
(sf,2 − s2)

Vs,2Ve,1

D+ke,1

ds2
dσ2

(σ1 − σ1) +
Vs,1Ve,2

D+ke,2
(sf,1 − s1)

> 0

for all σi < σi < σf,i. Finally, (σ1, σ2) lies below the growth isoline beause

σ1

σ1
+
σ2

σ2
=

Y1Vs,1K̄e,1 + Y2Vs,2K̄e,2

D + Y1Vs,1K̄e,1 + Y2Vs,2K̄e,2
< 1

for all D > 0. It follows that the urves de�ned by (B.28) and (B.29) interset

at a unique point, say, (σ̃1, σ̃2), suh that σi < σ̃1 < σf,1. Sine

σi < σ̃i ⇔ ei =
Ve,i

D + ke,i
−
K̄e,i

σ̃i
> 0

E111 exists and is unique.

The neessity of the existene onditions follows from the fat that for all

0 < σi < σf,i,

ei <
Ve,i

D + ke,i
−
K̄e,i

σf,i
=

K̄e,i

σi (D + ke,i)
(Dt,i −D) .

Hene, if Dt,i ≤ 0 or D ≥ Dt,i, E111 does not exist beause ei < 0. Likewise,
if D ≥ Dc, E111 does not exist beause there are no 0 < si < sf,i satisfying
(B.28).

We onlude that E111 exists if and only if

0 < D < Dt,1, Dt,2, Dc.
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We were unable to prove the stability ondition for E111. However, extensive

numerial simulations suggest that it is stable whenever it exists.
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